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I

n the past couple of years, especially in 2018, an online platform, with an ambition to become
some of the world’s biggest tech giants such as an operating system. In its latest version, the app
Facebook and Google have come under pub- started to allow app developers to launch their own
lic scrutiny for a range of issues, including leaks of “mini-apps” within the WeChat app. It is now
private information, the spreading of false news and reported that the WeChat platform is increasingly
providing biased online search results.
a hotbed for online inancial scams and illegal busiWhile Facebook and Google are denied access to nesses such as prostitution.
the Chinese market, their Chinese
As tech companies become bigger
counterparts perform no better, if
as well as more powerful and inlunot worse. For example, Baidu,
ential, authorities need to strengthen
While Facebook
China’s leading search engine that
regulation. First, regulators need to
and Google
accounts for 70 percent of the onincrease penalties for irregularities.
are denied
line search market, has come unCompared to their Western counaccess to the
der constant criticism for favourterparts like Facebook and Google,
Chinese market,
ing advertising over organic search
which are often ined millions, if
their Chinese
results. he company was blamed
not billions of dollars, the price of
for the 2016 death of a college
irregularities for Chinese tech comcounterparts
student who died of cancer due
panies are next to zero. For examperform no
to misleading information about
ple, in response to Baidu’s scandal
better, if not
treatment options provided by unin 2016, the company was ined
worse
licenced providers that he found
a mere 28,000 yuan (US$4,100)
through Baidu’s search results.
by the Shanghai Industry and
he scandal led to a major public
Commerce Bureau.
outcry that unveiled massive false
Second, the regulations need to
and misleading information about
keep abreast with tech developmedical treatment on Baidu.
ments. In the case of WeChat, for
Despite Baidu’s repeated pledges
example, more than a year since the
that it would correct its practices,
company launched its mini-app
very little appears to have changed.
platform, there appears to be no rules or laws about
In May, last year, China’s State-run Xinhua News how to regulate these mini-apps. Regulators need
Agency reported that Baidu had again prioritised to continually adjust the regulatory framework that
media advertising over organic medical-related applies to internet companies as they have increassearch results on its mobile app. he Beijing News ingly started to operate across sectors. A possible
also reported that private medical institutions can solution may be a joint regulatory body that could
still pay Baidu to increase their rankings in search facilitate cooperation between the Ministry of
results. In some cases, Baidu put a price tag on Public Security, the State Administration for Indusspeciic names of well-known public hospitals. It is try and Commerce and the Ministry of Industry
the same in other ields. In November 2018, a Chi- and Information Technology.
nese professor from Shanghai’s Fudan University
In the past, Chinese authorities have adopted
complained that Baidu gave priority to a third- a rather liberal approach to the development of
party agent over an oicial visa application centre internet companies, partly in an efort to foster a
when he searched for how to apply for a Turkish sector deemed to be the future of China’s economic
visa, which meant he paid a higher fee.
development. But as China’s tech companies have
In the meantime, concerns over WeChat, become so big and powerful, penetrating every
China’s most popular messaging app that has aspect of ordinary people’s lives, it is time for the
over one billion active users, are also increasing. government to overhaul its regulatory thinking on
WeChat has developed from a messaging tool into this sector.
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New Era for China’s Sci-i Films

Time Runs Out for Honoured Brands

China’s irst big-budget homegrown sci-i blockbuster, The
Wandering Earth, has received a positive reception from
critics and audiences both in China and abroad since its
worldwide debut in markets including North America,
Australia and New zealand on February 5, 2019. Adapted from a sci-i novella by Liu Cixin, author of the Hugo
Award-winning novel The Three-Body Problem, the futuristic feature ilm in both normal and 3D-IMAX formats is an
apocalyptic tale of saving the Earth from an expanding sun
by using giant thrusters to move it and its remaining 3.5
billion residents. Director Guo Fan used 3,000 design drawings, 8,000 shooting scripts, 10,000 props, 100,000-squaremetres of sets, and over 7,000 staf in its making. It became
an enormous surprise hit during the Spring Festival and
critics consider it as the start of a new era for China’s movie
industry.

Caijing
January 14, 2019

Apple Struggles in China
On January 29, 2019, Apple Inc.
announced that its total revenue for
the fourth quarter of 2018 stood
at US$84.3 billion, a drop of ive percent year-on-year.
he tech giant’s revenue from the iPhone declined by 15
percent from a year ago. In China, the company raked
in revenue of US$13.17 billion during the inal quarter, down sharply from US$17.96 billion year-on-year.
In contrast, domestic smartphone brands, including
Huawei, Xiaomi, OPPO and VIVO are seeing steady
growth in both sales and revenue thanks to continuous
innovation and low-pricing strategies. Changshuo Science
and Technology, the second-largest Apple factory in Huojian Village in Shanghai’s Pudong District, has begun to
scale down production and it is now rare for its 60,000
workers to work overtime. Analysts say Apple has to adjust its pricing strategy and introduce cheaper models at a
time when consumers worldwide are increasingly rational
when choosing mobile devices.
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Data from the Ministry of Commerce (MOFCOM) shows
that China is home to 1,128 enterprises that produce national time-honoured
brands. he brands have on average been produced for 140 years. Nevertheless, according to a recent MOFCOM survey, 20 percent of the irms were operating at
a loss, 70 percent are experiencing slow growth, and only 10 percent yielded good
economic returns. A great majority of China’s time-honoured brands are in private
hands, and their business diiculties are generally attributed to the talent crunch,
institutional problems, lack of clear brand ownership and weakness in innovation.
Since 2017, MOFCOM and local governments have introduced a package of measures to protect and boost development of enterprises that produce time-honoured
brands. Experts argue that the spirit of craftsmanship and modern management
concepts coupled with the inheritance of techniques will prove to be key for these
enterprises to survive and prosper.
Xinmin Weekly
January 21, 2019

Sorting Out the Rubbish
In 2000, China initiated its pilot rubbish sorting programme in eight cities. To date, however, a majority of
Chinese cities have not instituted a comprehensive rubbish
sorting system targeting either wet or dry household rubbish. Starting from 2018,
Shanghai authorities released speciic plans to sort household waste and required
work-spaces, including government and enterprises, to strictly sort their waste.
What’s more, all districts in Shanghai will have rubbish sorting programmes by
2020 to cut daily dry waste output from 21,400 tons to 18,100 tons while increasing the output of wet waste in order to produce fertiliser. According to a recent
survey conducted by Fudan University, however, less than one-fourth of Shanghai
residents will voluntarily participate in rubbish sorting due to the lack of clear
waste classiication standards and weak public awareness.
Fangyuan Magazine
January 21, 2019

Medical Insurance Fraud
In late November 2018, the National Health Care Security
Administration, China’s top healthcare regulator, launched
a nationwide crackdown on medical insurance fraud that
targets medical institutions, drugstores and those who are insured following a
report of an alleged insurance fraud conducted by a major hospital in Shenyang,
Liaoning Province. It was found that the hospital deliberately faked the medical
records of patients in order to swindle insurance money from government agencies.
he crackdown will also target illegal acts perpetrated by hospitals which encourage
patients to use other people’s social insurance cards or provide fake medical bills.
Experts cautioned that medical insurance fraud has become possible due to the lure
of proits and weak supervision over social insurance funds. It is urgent to introduce
a sound and complete reimbursement system to prevent fraud.
CHINAREPORT I March 2019

Illustration by Wu Shangwen

“Rescuing private enterprises should not be
about purchasing or swallowing them up with
State capital… So we hope that State-owned
enterprises bailing out private ones is‘purely’a
rescue.”
Li Yang, director-general of the national Institute for Finance
& Development, on how to rescue private enterprises from the
economic slowdown, on Caixin Video & Audio, a programme by
financial news portal Caixin

“What is Chinese science fiction? No science fiction is
‘Chinese’ until it delivers the core of Chinese culture and
spirit. Otherwise we are simply copying an American-style
story.”
Guo Fan, director of The Wandering Earth, a new sci-i movie
adapted from Chinese author Liu Cixin’s novel of the same title,
deining what the movie delivers as “Chinese people’s unique
afection for the Earth” as a characteristic of Chinese science
iction
“It’s not the size of cities that causes urban malaise but the
insufficient management and unreasonable planning of
them... If we conducted better management, big cities
would not necessarily be overpopulated.”
Wang Xiaolu, deputy director of the national Economic Research
Institute, talking about urban malaise with Caixin Video & Audio, a
programme by inancial news portal Caixin

“Many people do not like globalisation because it is not
inclusive enough. Current globalisation is dominated by
big enterprises. So from now on, we have to attract more
developing countries, more small- and medium-sized
enterprises and young people to join the trend.”
Jack Ma, founder of China’s largest e-commerce platform
Alibaba, at the 2019 World Economics Forum held in Davos
from January 22-25

“Currently the private economy is supported by policy
adjustments. But these policies are not static – they frequently
change. Only innovative institutions can stabilise each party in
the market and attract stable investment.”
Guan Tao, former director of the International Balance of

Payment Department, State Administration of Foreign
Exchange, appealing for deeper institutional reform, at the 35th
monthly meeting of a forum hosted by the China Development
Research Foundation
“I was angry watching the Asian Cup [when South Korea
defeated China 2-0]. If China’s no good at football, then it has to
be good at Go.”
Chinese Go player Ke Jie at a press conference after he won his
seventh world championship on January 17
“More people will realise that believing hard work changes your
fate is a luxury only true in a fast-growing economy.”
Economist He Fan warning that China’s current modes of business,
education, economic growth and social management may no longer
be suited for a slowing economy during an interview with WeChat
media outlet “zhenghedao”
“It is inaccurate to describe [China’s] current consumption
trends as ‘upgraded’ or ‘downgraded.’‘Divided’ is a more
appropriate word, meaning people further diferentiate in
consumption.”
Guo Haiyan, managing director of the research department
of China International Capital Corporation Ltd., talking about
the changes in Chinese people’s consumption habits during an
exclusive interview with inancial portal Caixin

“Sino-US relations are a crucial link in current world
diplomacy. Although [US President] Donald Trump will
bring some troubles, it is impossible for the two countries
to come into a ‘new cold war.’”
Ezra Feivel vogel, a professor at the Fairbank Center for
Chinese Studies, Harvard University, delivering a speech on
China-US relations at Shanghai-based Fudan University in late
2018, as cited by Shanghai-based newspaper Wenhuibao
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Top Story

State Slashes Taxes for Small Enterprises

China’s Ministry of Finance and the
State Taxation Administration (STA)
announced on January 18 a set of inclusive tax reduction policies mainly targeting small enterprises.
he policy package, scheduled to take
efect from January 1 2019 to December
31, 2021, features increased coverage and
signiicant reductions. Nearly 18 million

enterprises stand to beneit, or 95 percent
of China’s total enterprises, 98 percent
of which are privately owned. Oicials
said that the three-year total reduction is
estimated to reach 600 billion yuan
(US$87b).
he coverage follows relaxed criteria for
what qualiies a “small enterprise,” such as
annual revenue, total capital and number

of employees. his redeinition also saw
the government further raise the monthly
sales threshold for value-added tax exemption from 30,000 yuan (US$4,347.8) to
100,000 yuan (US$14,492.8) along with
another eight reductions. Income tax was
also cut between ive and 50 percent for
diferent-sized enterprises. Oicials said at
a recent press conference that the policies
have allowed local governments to reduce
local taxation by up to 50 percent.
Besides small enterprises, the new policies also favour tech startups. Companies
and individuals that invest in startups are
eligible for deductions of up to 70 percent
of their initial investment.
Oicials said the sweeping tax reductions aim to further stimulate market
vitality and support small enterprises – a
major source of employment and innovation. At a work conference on January 17,
the STA marked “implementing the new
tax reduction” as a priority of 2019. Many
cities have now issued local policies on tax
reduction and pledged that the reduction
margin will reach 50 percent. Analysts
said that such measures, though they may
reduce local government revenue in the
short term, will help local enterprises survive the economic slowdown and beneit
local economies in the long run.

Energy

Chinese Firm Makes Gas Discovery
he UK’s Oil and Gas Authority (OGA) that regulates exploration in the UK section of the North Sea has praised Chinese energy company
China National Ofshore Oil Corporation (CNOOC) for making the biggest gas discovery in a decade. he ind is located in Glengorm prospect, East of Aberdeen and close to other oil ields. It is set to deliver some 250 million barrels of oil and could provide as much as ive percent
of the UK’s gas demand.
“his is very exciting news,” said OGA Chief Executive Andy Samuel. “Glengorm was irst mapped as a prospect around 20 years ago and
it is great to see CNOOC taking up the exploration opportunity and completing a diicult high-pressure, high-temperature exploration well.”
CNOOC Petroleum Europe owns 50 percent of the Glengorm project. French company Total owns 25 percent, and Italian concern EurOil
holds the remaining 25 percent.
Not everybody is celebrating, however. his is due to concern over the UK’s ability to meet its UN climate change targets if drilling in the
North Sea continues. “It’s high time our governments stopped supporting fossil fuel development and get serious about planning a just transition away from this industry,” said Friends of the Earth Scotland climate campaigner Caroline Rance.
he Scottish Government took a more nuanced stance and cited security of supply factors during the transition to a low carbon energy
system. Regardless of potential environmental impact, a discovery of this magnitude will certainly provide an economic boost.
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Huawei Releases World’s First 5G Chip for Base Stations

Britain Welcomes Year
of the Pig

China’s telecommunication giant Huawei released the
world’s irst 5G core chip for base stations on January 24.
According to Ding Yun, president of Huawei’s BG
(business group), the new Tiangang chip has made
breakthroughs in large-scale integration and computation speed. A single chip is capable of supporting 64 lines at a time and boasts the 200 MHZ high
spectral bandwidth required for 5G networks. Furthermore, the chip will make base stations 55 percent
smaller and 23 percent lighter. Its energy eiciency also
exempts 90 percent of current base stations from being
retroitted for 5G, according to Ding.
Ding announced Huawei received 30 5G commercial contracts and distributed 25,000 base stations
around the world. He further predicted that 2019 will mark the beginning of 5G’s overall commercial use.

Education

More Chinese than Welsh Apply to UK Universities
Chinese and other international students are continuing to favour UK universities despite the Brexit uncertainties. January igures from the UK’s Universities and Colleges Admissions Service (UCAS) showed a small
rise in EU candidates to slightly below 40,000 and an overall nine percent rise in international applications.
Within the overall igures, more Chinese students than ever are also applying for UK university places.
UCAS reported a surge to 21,000 applicants from China and Hong Kong against 18,850 from Wales. More
widely, last year there were also more than 100,000 postgraduate students from China and Hong Kong
already at British universities, out of almost 350,000 full-time postgraduates.
“In this time of uncertainty, it’s welcome news to see more EU and international students wanting to come
and study in the UK,” said Clare Marchant, UCAS Chief Executive.
While the UK education sector is relieved by these igures, a warning came from the Chief Executive of
Universities UK Alistair Jarvis, who said the UK could still slip behind competitors such as New Zealand.
“We are calling for a new graduate visa that will make the UK more attractive to international students,” he
added.
he battle to entice overseas students is ferocious and, despite Brexit, the UK still has skin in the game.

Science

Tu Youyou Shortlisted for BBC’s 20th Century’s Greatest Scientist
he BBC recently nominated Tu Youyou, the 89-year-old Chinese
pharmaceutical chemist, as one of the greatest scientists of the 20th
century for her discovery of a new treatment for malaria that “helped
save millions of lives.”
Inspired by ancient Chinese medical texts, Tu in the 1970s successfully extracted a new compound from a plant, artemisinin, and proved
it was an efective treatment for malaria. “With half the world’s population at risk from malaria, Tu and artemisinin’s vast impact cannot be
underestimated,” her introduction read in the BBC’s Icons programme.
Tu was listed among other renowned scientists like Marie Curie, Albert
Einstein and Alan Turing, who won for his innovations in computing.
Tu was the only Chinese citizen nominated, sparking a new wave of
national pride following her winning the 2015 Nobel Prize for Physiology or Medicine.
CHINAREPORT I March 2019

With the UK boasting the
second-largest number of overseas Chinese in Europe, the Lunar New Year is one of Britain’s
most signiicant cultural festivals.
his includes popular carnivals in
London, Manchester and Liverpool where there are large Chinatowns.
Prime Minister heresa May
led of the celebrations. Her contribution to seeing in the Year of
the Pig was releasing a video message, holding a reception for families from across the country and
participating in the famous lioneye-dotting ceremony. he PM’s
oicial residence, Number 10
Downing Street, was decorated
with cherry blossom, traditional
Chinese couplets, lanterns and
other lights. he UK’s festivities
are “a reminder of the incredible
role that our Chinese community plays in British life – from
students who have just arrived to
study, to families whose roots in
this country go back well over a
century,” she said.
he high-level support for
Chinese New Year was reinforced
by May’s Foreign Secretary Jeremy Hunt who also issued a video
message. His greeting started in
Chinese then switched to English when Hunt then clariied
that his wife, Lucia, is Chinese.
his refers to an earlier gafe on
an oicial trip to Beijing in 2018
where the foreign secretary said
by mistake that his spouse was
Japanese, then swiftly corrected
himself.
Online reaction to the UK’s
celebrations were positive withnetizens praising Britain’s “cultural tolerance” and referring to
Mr Hunt as “China’s son-in-law.”
Clearly a good time was had by
all.
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Business

Terracotta Warrior Faces Controversy
A large terracotta warrior bust in downtown
Xi’an, Shaanxi Province that wowed crowds
by displaying the faces of visitors was recently
removed following outcry over its appearance. he statue near the Bell Tower of the
ancient city, home to the 2,000-year-old terracotta warriors, could display the image of a
scanned face thanks to contoured segments
and a 3D projection device housed behind
the statue’s head. While the installation was a
hit with tourists, others found it an eyesore and worried that it would negatively inluence the city’s image. It was removed after three days. Supporters of the statue criticised their opponents for being overly conservative, arguing that the face-changing
warrior is a creative way of spreading Xi’an’s history and culture.

Poll the People
It is a Chinese New Year custom to hand out
yasuiqian (red envelopes stufed with money) to
the children of friends and family. However, an
increasing number of young people are complaining that the tradition has become an economic burden that can cost thousands of yuan.
Some said they would rather spend Spring Festival away from home than reunite with family,
while others called to abolish the tradition or
to replace the cash with more meaningful gifts,
such as children’s books.
How much did you spend on yasuiqian?
None: 2.18%
Less than 1,000 yuan (US$144.9): 22.58%
1,000-2,000 yuan (US$289.9): 27.36%
2,000-3,000 yuan (US$434.8): 17.2%
3,000-5,000 yuan (US$724.6): 16.17%

Death in the Name of Love
A man who attempted to forcibly take his wife of
life support has renewed online debate in China over
medical euthanasia. According to media reports, the
octogenarian surnamed Xu dramatically pulled the
respirator tubes from his wife who had sufered from
severe heart failure. Doctors managed to stop Xu and
saved his wife. Xu said he could not bear to see his wife
struggling in hospital and wanted her to stay at home until her inal day. Many on
social media sympathised with Xu, suggesting that medical euthanasia be permitted if
stated in the patient’s will. However, experts warned the practice raises complex legal
issues and would require a comprehensive medical and social system to support it.

8,000 yuan (US$1,159.4): 6.11%
10,000 yuan (US$1,449.3): 3.32%
More than 10,000 yuan (US$1,449.3): 5.08%
Note: According to National Bureau of Statistics, the average
yearly disposable income was 28,228 yuan (US$409) in 2018.

Source: Dimeno Research/Tencent

Most Circulated Post
Retweeted 127,532 times by February 9

“Where has the time gone over
the past 10 years?”

Homicide or Self-Defence?
Chinese netizens are calling for the release of a Hebei Province couple charged with
killing an armed intruder who had a history of stalking their daughter. Wang Lei was
wielding a knife and club when he broke into the family’s home and assaulted the
woman and her parents. he couple fought back and knocked Wang unconscious. he
mother then slit Wang’s throat. Police have charged the couple with homicide, saying
the mother killed Wang after he was incapacitated. he couple’s legal counsel argues
the mother acted purely in self-defence. According to reports, the couple had reported
Wang’s prior harassment to police without efect. he case has yet to go to trial.

The Pains of Period Leave
A new regulation in Shandong Province that would guarantee women days of from
work for menstrual pains sparked discussions on social media. While many praised
the move as protecting women’s rights in the workplace, others expressed concerns it
would make women less competitive in the job market. Similar regulations ensuring
period leave have been passed in other Chinese cities. However, none were well implemented. Women on social media said it was either diicult to obtain the required
medical proof of their menstrual pain or feared that asking for leave would harm their
standing at work. Observers said that such regulations require supporting measures,
such as reducing costs to employers.
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At the end of
January,
China’s
National Bureau of
Statistics (NBS) published its survey on
how Chinese spent
their time in 2018.
he People’s Daily compared the results to the NBS’ irst such survey
a decade earlier, inding that time spent on the
internet was 19 times greater, while TV viewing
dropped by 21 percent. Also, Chinese parents
are spending more time with their children.
hanks to modern technology and improved
urban management, Chinese people are spending less time on commuting and housework.
However, this does not mean people have more
leisure time. On the contrary, free time dropped
by 12 minutes, the margin rising with increased
income.
CHINAREPORT I March 2019

WHat’S
HOt?WHat’S

tOp Five SearcH QuerieS
On

for the week ending February 9, 2019
1. Myanmar Allows Chinese Yuan for International Payment 293,517
Myanmar’s central bank announced on January 30 that banks with a
foreign currency licence may use Chinese yuan (and Japanese yen)
for international payments. Experts believe the new policy will aid in
promoting China-Myanmar trade.

NOt?

2. CCTV’s Spring Festival Gala 188,516

China Central Television (CCTV) hosted the country’s 37th Spring
Festival Gala on February 4, viewed by reportedly 1.17 billion
viewers around the world.

3. Nuclear Leak in Japan 139,086

Monkey King
Transformed

According to the Japan Atomic Energy Agency, a Japanese nuclear
fuel processing facility leaked nuclear chemicals while workers
replaced the seal of a vessel. Officials attributed the leak to the
ageing facility and claimed that no one was harmed in the accident.

4. US withdraws from INF Treaty 119,702

The US announced it will suspend its participation in the INF (Intermediaterange Nuclear Forces) treaty signed with the former Soviet Union from
February 2. Russian President Vladimir Putin responded that his country will
do the same.

According to a World Meteorological Organisation report, the years from
2015 to 2018 marked the four hottest years on record in the last 100
years. Meteorologists warned that the temperature has been steadily
rising over the past two decades.

tOp BlOgger prOFile
Li Yongle
Followers: 2,648,594 by February 13
Li Yongle, a high school maths teacher in Beijing, garnered attention
before Chinese New Year with a video lecture on the mathematics
involved in an online red envelope contest ofering cash prizes using the
inclusion-exclusion principle. Although many admitted it was diicult to
understand, social media users were amused by his
serious take on the Spring Festival tradition.
Li has long been known for popularising
maths and science on Sina Weibo. Besides
red envelope lotteries, Li has used maths to
explain everything from personal income
tax and Singles’ Day sales to Bitcoin,
stocks and even relationships. Astronomy
is another favourite topic on Li’s microblog.
Although Li has comparatively fewer
followers than other social media inluencers
in other ields like entertainment
and sports, many of his fans are
knowledgeable on the subjects
and create informed, lively
discussions in the comments.
CHINAREPORT I March 2019
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5. Earth is Getting Warmer 105,892

A series of videos featuring the
famed hero from Journey to the
West rendered as a character from
Transformers have gone viral.
Producer zhao Wensong used CGI
skills he learned in school to animate
cars transforming into the Monkey
King and other leading characters of
the classic Chinese novel. His videos
also include battle scenes between
the mechanised Monkey King and
Transformers characters Bumblebee
and Optimus Prime. zhao said he
dreams of starting his own business
based on Chinese-style characters.

Unlucky Koi
China’s Ministry of Housing and UrbanRural Development (MHUD) in January
publicly criticised the local government
of Hancheng, Shaanxi Province for
spending 190 million yuan (US$27.5m)
on a giant koi carp-shaped landscaping
project. Located beside the highway
entrance to the city, the project included
a large number of costly rockeries
and water features. MHUD ordered
Hancheng to suspend construction and
remediate what it called a vanity project.
Netizens applauded the ministry’s
action, and hoped for a dedicated
institution to supervise and publicise
expenditure on government projects.

‘Soundless’ Bakeries
A baking teacher in Guangzhou,
Guangdong Province warmed hearts
online for running three bakeries
that only employ deaf people. Qiu
Junkun, 36, told media that he
opened the irst ‘soundless’ bakery
after learning some of his deaf
students were having diiculty
inding work. At his bakeries,
customers use pens and paper to
place orders with employees. Many
told media they enjoy the silent,
considerate service. Netizens praised
Qu for his contributions to the
community, saying that skills and
job opportunities are more valuable
than mere inancial assistance.

Three Wives per
Kilometre
A Jiangsu Province man recently
arrested for polygamy had his three
wives living within a kilometre of
each other without their knowledge.
According to reports, the man surnamed
zhang married three women between
2015 and 2017, registering the
marriages in diferent provinces to avoid
detection. zhang then set up his wives
in three of his lats, located only one
kilometre apart. zhang, who worked
in real estate, managed to hide his
polygamy from the women under the
guise of taking frequent business trips –
until his second wife became suspicious.
Many on social media slammed zhang,
asking “why do scumbags always get so
many women?”
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For Whom the roads toll
China has published updated regulations on its highway network, but will the new
rules stamp out the enthusiasm for ever more loss-making roads?
By He Bin

U

ntil 1988, China did not have a single highway open to
traic. By the end of 2017, the network totalled 132,600
kilometres, the longest in the world. Many of these highways are toll roads, but despite the achievement, there is increasing
pushback from a public that is fed up over the high cost of travelling
long distances, as well as concern over the mounting pile of debts
amassed due to highway construction. After three decades of fastpaced highway construction, analysts are asking if it is time to put the
brakes on new toll roads.
Amid the controversy, the government published the second
revision of a new draft of the Regulation on the Administration of Toll
Roads for public comment on December 20, 2018. hree years ago,
the irst revision to the regulation was published for public comment,
but so far, no results of that consultation have been released.

High Cost, Low Proit
China’s Regulation on the Administration of Toll Roads was
implemented in 2004. Alongside national reforms in the inancing
and investment of toll roads, the previous development model of
using loans to construct them, which are then repaid through toll fees,
is increasingly unsustainable. Finding funding to build new roads and
maintain the existing network is becoming much harder.
According to China’s Ministry of Transport (MOT), even though
the highway network is longer, the level of tolls collected has remained
the same. It is therefore urgent to update the management of the toll
road network to meet the needs of the modern era.
“It’s really important for the road construction industry that the
regulations are revised. We hope to be able to form a complete system
in which the quality and eiciency of toll roads are improved while
their costs and rates are cut,” Xu Li, a senior engineer with the China
Highway and Transportation Society, told ChinaReport.
Xu consulted on the revision of the rules twice. She said that the
MOT has been working to adjust and improve the regulation and
conduct policy research. “Toll roads have a great impact on public
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livelihoods, and the central government is very cautious when making
revisions,” she said.
According to the new draft, priority will be given to the development of free public roads, which accounts for 97 percent of the total
national road network. he construction, maintenance and overheads
of these public roads are mainly covered by public funds from fuel and
vehicle purchase taxes. China’s toll roads are mostly highways, but the
2015 draft of the new regulation said that tolls could also be collected
on second-grade roads and above. he new draft requires that new
toll roads can only be highways. Xu said that tollgates on irst- and
second-grade roads will be phased out in the near future.

Construction Fever
When China started its reform and opening-up process in the late
1970s, its infrastructure was very poor. Back then there was not a
single highway nationwide and arterial roads were overburdened with
traic. Data from the MOT showed that in 1984, national iscal
revenue stood at 146.5 billion yuan (US$21.6b), but only 500 million yuan (US$74m) was allocated to road construction.
In late 1984, the State Council, China’s Cabinet, implemented
several investment and inancing mechanisms for road construction
through national investment, inancing by local governments and
private and foreign capital, which sustained the three-decade road
construction boom.
Construction started in 1984 on China’s irst highway, the
Shanghai-Jiading Highway which was a relatively modest 24.4 kilometres long. It opened in 1988. A mere six years later, there were
already 34,200 kilometres of highway. In December 2004, China’s
transport authorities unveiled a plan for an 85,000-kilometre national
highway network with nine arteries from north to south and 18 arteries from west to east. On June 20, 2013, the MOT announced an
expansion of the network to 118,000 kilometres by 2030.
“Not all of them are national highways,” said Yu Mingyuan, a
senior researcher at the MOT’s Research Institute of Highway. He
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Revenue from Toll Roads, 2010 to 2017
100 billion yuan (US$15b)

200 billion yuan (US$30b)

300 billion yuan (US$45b)

Expressways
First-grade roads
Second-grade roads
Bridges and tunnels

told ChinaReport that
(US$11.8m) in 2017. “As
some are classed as lofor highways, the construccal highways, but the nation costs are even higher,”
tional highway network has
said the insider who declined
reached 100,000 kilometres,
to be named. According to the
with another 30,000 kilometres
MOT, highway construction
Data: National Report on Toll Roads in
scheduled.
cost is roughly 200 million yuan
2017 from the Ministry of Transport
Yu said that the national highway
(US$30m) per kilometre.
network is a national strategic project
According to the new draft regulabut local highway networks are built by
tion, tollgates will have diferent pricing in
local governments. “What the national governaccordance with vehicle type, road section, payment vowed to control is the scale of local highway
ment methods, road quality, service and traic. What’s
networks, rather than the national highway network,” he said.
more, it will require provincial governments to introduce dynamic
toll rates – at least one price adjustment every ive years.
Driving Debt
Yu added that the current debt pile also derives from a lack of longSince 2013, the MOT has made public its annual report on toll term low interest bank loans. In many countries, infrastructure such
roads nationwide. China’s toll roads had amassed a debt pile of 5.28 as toll roads is completed after obtaining bank loans at low rates of
trillion yuan (US$780b) by the end of 2017, increasing by 429 billion interest, and during its operation only the interest needs to be paid
yuan (US$63b) year-on-year. Meanwhile, toll fee collection stood at back. He said inancial institutions can issue inancial products to pre513 billion yuan (US$76b), but expenditure totalled 916 billion yuan vent inancial risks.
(US$135b), leading to a loss of 403 billion yuan (US$59b). NeverIn July 2017, the ministries of inance and transport issued a guidetheless, construction fever continues to this day.
line allowing local governments to issue special bonds to bolster the
“In China, people put too much on the value of road construction, construction of toll roads and provincial-level governments can sell
such as luring investment or serving as vanity projects,” said an insider these bonds within the central government’s approved annual quotas.
who spoke to ChinaReport on condition of anonymity. “It is no longer
“he draft regulation this time will partly alleviate the debt risks,
a simple economic phenomenon.”
but it is not likely to fundamentally solve the problem,” Yu said.
Yu Mingyuan told our reporter that construction fever runs ram- –“A variety of measures should be introduced to solve and prevent toll
pant in some provinces, and so the main goal of the new regulation roads from sinking further into debt.”
will be to reel in the highway construction mania. Yet against the
he 2018 Government Work Report has proposed cutting toll fees,
backdrop of current operation and management modes, he added, and this has become a focus of the new revision. Zhao Jian, a professor
there is little room to downsize projects.
at Beijing Jiaotong University, told our reporter that China built the
Yu argued that according to requirements, any highway construc- world’s longest highway network in a very short period, meaning that
tion has to be started with at least 30 percent of funding in place – not most roads operate at a loss. To meet the costs of road management
from loans, but in fact, many projects only get going after securing and maintenance, and paying of the construction debt, tolls will conbank loans. In 2017 alone, 81.3 percent of toll road income nation- tinue to be collected in the long run.
wide went to repaying loans and interest.
Xu Li told ChinaReport that highways need to be overhauled at
In addition, Yu said there is no mechanism to adjust the charging least every 10 years, besides regular maintenance. In 2017, the cost
standards of toll roads. From 2003 to 2017, toll collections increased of maintaining the highway network stood at 53.4 billion yuan
by 20 percent but the cost of living has increased several fold. Mean- (US$7.9b), up from 39 billion yuan (US$5.8b) in 2013.
while, in 2003, the construction cost of toll roads was 39 million
“If the scale of toll roads is not scrutinised, the public will eventually
yuan (US$5.76m) per kilometre but it climbed to 80 million yuan have to assume the burden of these debts,” she said.
CHINAREPORT I March 2019
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40 Years:
the Full Picture
The year of 2019 marks the 40th anniversary of the establishment of formal diplomatic relations between
China and the US.
Over the past four decades, the two countries have become increasingly intertwined. But as China has
grown into the world’s second-largest economy, aiming for the “rejuvenation of the Chinese nation” while
the Trump administration vows to “make America great again,” tensions have been building on economic
and strategic fronts. The ongoing trade friction and the US’s designation of China as a strategic rival have
overshadowed their hard-earned ties.
It seems that the US-China relationship, arguably the world’s most important, is now at the crossroads.
Whether the two countries can ind a solution to continued cooperation and avoid the catastrophic
Thucydides trap induced by miscalculation and human folly will have a major impact on the entire world
economically, politically and strategically, in the following years.
ChinaReport takes a look at the signiicant players and events over the past 40 years that illustrate how
we arrived at this moment, with hopes of long-lasting peace and prosperity for all.

Photos by CNS, VCG and XINHUA
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china-us relationship
1979 to 2019: A 40-Year Timeline

1979: Formal Diplomatic Ties
Following US President Richard nixon’s historic visit to China in 1972, China and the US under the administration of US President Jimmy Carter established full
diplomatic relations from January 1, 1979. While acknowledging the one-China principle, the US severed oicial ties with Taiwan. Former Chinese leader Deng
Xiaoping, architect of China’s reform and opening-up policy which was launched in 1978, made a historic visit to the US in 1979, marking the normalisation of the
China-US relationship. In the meantime, Congress approved the Taiwan Relations Act, signed into law on April 10, 1979, allowing Washington to continue commercial
and cultural relations with Taiwan, as well as arms sales.

1982: Third Joint Communiqué
Under the administration of President Ronald Reagan, the US issued in July 1982 the“Six Assurances”to Taiwan, including pledges that it would not formally recognise
China’s sovereignty over Taiwan, and that it would not set a date to terminate arms sales to Taiwan. But then in August, the US signed a third joint communiqué with
China, reairming the one-China principle and pledging to “gradually reduce its sale of arms to Taiwan, leading, over a period of time, to a inal resolution.”

1984-1985: US Arms Sales to China
Despite the Reagan administration’s vocal support for stronger ties with Taiwan, the US further improved its
relationship with China against the backdrop of a heightened rivalry between the US and the Soviet Union
following Moscow’s invasion of Afghanistan in 1979. The US lifted the ban on arms sales to China in 1981
and in April 1984, US President Ronald Reagan visited China. His trip was followed by US approval of
military exchanges with China, including technological cooperation and arms sales to China.
In July 1985, Chinese President Li Xiannian visited the US, the irst time a Chinese president visited the US.

1989: Tiananmen Square Incident
Protests erupted in Beijing and other parts of China in the spring of 1989. In the wake of the political
turmoil, the US froze ties with China and suspended all arms sales.

1992: Korean Nuclear Crisis
In August 1992, China established formal diplomatic relations with South Korea, a decision that
infuriated north Korea, which had just lost the backing of Moscow after the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991. In response, Pyongyang announced its intention to withdraw from the nuclear nonproliferation Treaty (nPT), which triggered a nuclear crisis on the Korean Peninsula.

1993: Yinhe Incident
In late July, 1993, the US made a false claim that a Chinese ship the Yinhe was carrying
chemical weapon materials to Iran. The US navy harassed the Yinhe and forced it to
stop in international waters for a month. China eventually agreed to allow the US
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to search the ship. Although the inspection made by the US found no chemical weapons materials, the US refused to apologise.
Under the Clinton administration, the US launched a policy of “constructive engagement,” which aimed to inluence Chinese policymaking on a number of issues
through engaging with China. Meanwhile, China, under new leader Jiang Zemin, called for the two sides to “increase trust, reduce troubles, enhance cooperation and
eschew confrontation.”

1994: Improved Trade Relations
In May 1994, the US granted China Most-Favoured nation trading status. In October, the US and north Korea signed the Agreed Framework which served to defuse
the north Korean nuclear crisis until 1998.

1995-1996: Third Taiwan Strait Crisis
In early 1996, with Lee Teng-hui of the Kuomintang Party, who was to become Taiwan’s irst pro-independence leader, set to win the island’s irst general election,
China responded by launching missile tests in the Taiwan Strait. The US sent two aircraft carrier battle groups to the region, triggering the Third Taiwan Strait Crisis in
1996. It appeared at that time that the China-US relationship had reached a new low, as in 1995, after Clinton broke diplomatic protocol to authorise a visit by Lee
to the US, China recalled its ambassador to Washington. But the diplomatic crisis proved to be short-lived, and in late 1996, the two countries agreed to exchange
oicials again.

1997-1998: China-US Ties Recover
Despite the Taiwan Strait Crisis in 1996, the US-China relationship appeared to have returned to normal in 1997. In October of that year, Chinese President Jiang Zemin
visited the US, the irst trip by a Chinese president in 12 years. Then in 1998, US President Bill Clinton made a reciprocal visit to China. The US also permitted a US
satellite to be launched by a Chinese rocket, a symbolic move for US-China cooperation.

1999: Belgrade Embassy Bombing
During nATO’s campaign against Serbia over controversies surrounding Kosovo in May 1999, a US aircraft bombed the Chinese embassy in Belgrade, killing three
Chinese reporters and injuring 27 Chinese nationals who were at the embassy. Although the US apologised, claiming the deadly bombing was an accident resulting
from an intelligence error, many in China believed it was intentional, leading to large-scale demonstrations outside US embassies and consulates throughout China.
The relationship recovered later that year after US President Bill Clinton sent a special envoy to China.

2000: Permanent Normal Trade Relationship
After several rounds of negotiations in 1999, the Clinton administration oicially announced it would grant China the status of permanent normal Trade Relations in
October 2000, which also paved the way for China to join the World Trade Organisation (WTO) in 2001. China’s joining the WTO is now considered a major event that
kickstarted the rapid economic growth of the following two decades.

2001: Standoff over US Spy Plane
In April 2001, a US EP3 reconnaissance plane lying near the island province of Hainan collided with a Chinese ighter jet. The collision caused the jet to crash into
the South China Sea, killing the Chinese pilot. The US plane made an emergency landing on Hainan and its 24-strong crew was detained by Chinese authorities. The
incident led to a 12-day standof. After US President George W. Bush expressed regret over the death of the Chinese pilot, China released the US crew.

2002: US-China Cooperation after 9/11
Identifying China as a “strategic competitor,” rather than a “strategic partner” during his presidential campaign, US President George W. Bush initially took a tougher
stance on China. But after the 9/11 attack in 2001, the US’s strategic focus shifted to its war on terror, and Sino-China cooperation continued. In February, Bush paid a
visit to China. In October, Chinese President Jiang Zemin paid a high-proile visit to Bush’s ranch in Crawford, Texas. The two sides agreed to work towards “frank and
constructive cooperative relations,” moving the bilateral relationship to a new position referred to as the ‘three Cs’: candid, constructive and cooperative.
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2005-2006: ‘Responsible Stakeholders’
In 2005, Washington oicials raised the concept of “responsible stakeholder” during its strategic dialogue with China. Recognising Beijing as an emerging power, the
concept calls on China to cooperate with the US on various international issues. In the meantime, Chinese President Hu Jintao raised the concepts of a “harmonious
society” and China’s “peaceful rise.”
Hu visited the US in April, where the two countries addressed the Iran nuclear issue, Sudan’s humanitarian crisis and the Six-Party Talks on north Korea. After
Pyongyang conducted its irst nuclear test in October 2006 (and walked away from the talks in 2015), China served as a mediator to facilitate the talks between
Pyongyang and Washington.
In August, 2005, the irst China-US Strategic Dialogue, also known as the China-US Senior Dialogue, was held in Beijing, and in December, 2005, the second strategic
dialogue was held in Washington.
In December, 2006, the two countries held the irst meeting of the China-US Strategic Economic Dialogue. Five meetings under the mechanism were held between
2006 and 2008.

2008-2010: China’s Economy Converges on US’s
After becoming the US’s second-largest trading partner after Canada in 2006, China surpassed Japan to become the largest holder of US debt at around US$600 billion
in 2008. While the US struggled with the global inancial crisis in 2008, China successfully hosted the 2008 Beijing Olympic Games.
In April 2009, China and the US announced the establishment of an annual mechanism called the US-China Strategic and Economic Dialogue, which replaced the
former Strategic Dialogue and Strategic Economic Dialogue. The mechanism serves to address the challenges and opportunities emerging between the two countries
regarding a wide range of regional and global issues.
In 2010, China surpassed Japan as the world’s second-largest economy.

2011: Obama’s ‘Pivot’ to Asia
In January 2011, Chinese President Hu Jintao paid a visit to the US, where he was invited to a rare private dinner at the White House with US President Barack Obama.
But beneath the warmth on the surface, the bilateral relationship became ever more complex.
In October 2011, US Secretary of State Hilary Clinton raised the so-called “Pivot-to-Asia” policy, which aimed to increase diplomatic, economic, military and strategic
investment in the Asia-Paciic region. It was widely perceived to be a strategy to counter China’s growing inluence there. In the following months, the US increased
its military presence in the region, prompting criticism from China.
In the same month, Obama announced that the US and eight other countries had reached a “high-standard” agreement called the Trans-Paciic Partnership (TPP), a
free trade deal that many considered was targeted at excluding China.

2012: Increasing Disputes
As the US trade deicit with China reached US$295.5 billion in 2011, it led to intensiied trade disputes. The Obama administration imposed tarifs on various Chinese
products, including solar panels and tires, in 2012.

2013: China’s New Leadership and New Initiatives
In March 2013, Xi Jinping oicially replaced Hu Jintao as Chinese President. Xi raised his iconic concept of “rejuvenation of the Chinese nation” and launched the Belt
and Road Initiative.
In June, US President Barack Obama hosted Xi at the Sunnylands Estate in California. The two sides agreed to cooperate on various issues, including climate change
and north Korea. Obama and Xi also pledged to establish a “new model” of relations, apparently endorsing Xi’s concept of establishing a “new type of great power
relations” for the US and China.
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2014: Cyber Security and Climate Change
In May, amid allegations over alleged Chinese cyber attacks against the US, a US court indicted ive members of China’s People’s Liberation Army for stealing trade
technology from US companies. China responded by suspending its cooperation in the US-China cybersecurity working group.
In november, on the sidelines of the 2014 Asia-Paciic Economic Cooperation (APEC) meeting, Xi and Obama issued a joint statement on climate change. While the US
pledged to reduce its emissions by 26-28 percent below its 2005 level by 2025, China said it aimed to peak its greenhouse gas emissions by 2030.

2015-2016: South China Sea Disputes Escalate
After simmering for a couple of years, the territorial and maritime disputes surrounding the South China Sea between China and neighbouring countries emerged as
a thorn in US-China relations.
In June 2015 at the 14th Shangri-La Dialogue on Asian Security, an annual summit held in Singapore, US Secretary of Defence Ashton Carter criticised China for
“militarising”the South China Sea, and urged China to halt its land reclamation eforts in the region. China denied the militarisation accusation and said it was the US
navy’s frequent patrols in the region that militarised the region.

2017 Era of Uncertainty Under Trump
In February 2017, US President Donald Trump reairmed the one-China policy in a call with Chinese President Xi Jinping. In December 2016, after winning the
presidential election, Trump had broken with established diplomatic protocol by speaking on the telephone with Taiwan leader Tsai Ing-wen, leading many to
question Trump’s stance on the Taiwan issue.
In April 2017, Trump hosted Xi for a two-day summit at the Mar-a-Lago estate in Florida, where there were discussions on bilateral trade and north Korea issues. While
oicials from both countries described the summit as a success, disputes over trade persisted.
In november, Trump visited China, where he was welcomed with a grand ceremony. Trump apparently backtracked on his previous harsh criticism of China and
heaped lavish praise on Xi. The two sides signed deals worth US$250 billion and agreed to
continue cooperating on the north Korean issue.

2018: Trade Friction Escalates
In March 2018, the Trump administration announced it would increase tarifs on Chinese
imports worth more than US$50 billion, covering a wide range of products. China
responded in early April with tarifs of its own.
In July, the Trump administration imposed 25 percent tarifs on additional Chinese
imports worth US$34 billion, covering 800 Chinese products. After China retaliated by
imposing tarifs on some 500 US products valued at US$34 billion, the US further
threatened to impose tarifs on all Chinese imports.
In December, the US and China agreed upon a 90-day truce to the trade war to
allow for further negotiations to reach a more comprehensive deal to end the
spat.

2019: Trade Deal Pending
In February, 2019, China and the US held more rounds of high-level economic
consultations in Beijing, reportedly reaching consensus in principle on
bilateral economic and trade issues, though a inal deal is still pending.
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Shortly after China and the US established diplomatic relations in 1979, Chinese vice-Premier Deng Xiaoping made a trip to the US between January 29
and February 5, 1979 at the invitation of US President Jimmy Carter, opening a new chapter for Sino-US relations. The visit came immediately after
China started its reform and opening-up policy, showing China’s determination to open to the outside world and its eagerness to learn from developed
countries in aspects of science, technology, education and culture. As the
irst Chinese leader to visit the US after the two countries resumed oicial
ties, Deng met Carter and a group of high-level politicians, visited a Ford
assembly plant and nASA’s Johnson Space Center, in Houston, Texas. During
the historic trip, China and the US signed a series of cooperative agreements
involving the economy, culture, science and technology.

Chinese Vice-Premier Deng Xiaoping at a rodeo in Texas, January 29, 1979

Shortly after China and the US established diplomatic ties in 1979, the two
countries conducted frequent high-level mutual visits. From July 22 to 31,
1985, Chinese President Li Xiannian made an oicial visit to Washington
DC, the irst time a Chinese head of State had visited the US. During his stay,
Li honoured the opening of the new Chinese Consulate General in Chicago,
visited the White House and Capitol Hill, and held talks with leading igures
in many ields. Li and US President Ronald Reagan initiated a number
of new cultural and educational exchange pacts and signed a isheries
agreement. A highlight of the visit was the signing of a Sino-US agreement
on cooperation on the peaceful use of nuclear power. Li’s visit signiicantly
improved bilateral relations, consolidated mutual understanding and
increased the friendship between the two peoples.

Chinese President Li Xiannian and his wife visit Disneyland in Los
Angeles, July 28, 1985

Chinese President Jiang Zemin made two state visits to the US in 1997 and
2002. During his 1997 visit at the invitation of US President Bill Clinton, the
two sides issued the China-US Joint Statement, in which the US reiterated
its adherence to the one-China policy and the principles set forth in the
three Sino-US joint communiqués. Jiang’s visit put an end to eight years of
strained bilateral relations and outlined mutual ties for the 21st century.
The two sides announced they would work together to build a constructive
and strategic partnership for the new millennium.

Chinese President Jiang Zemin and US President Bill Clinton at a press
conference in Washington DC, October 29, 1997
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From April 26 to May 1, 1984, US President Ronald Reagan paid a State visit
to China, the irst US president to visit since the two countries established
diplomatic relations in 1979. Reagan visited Beijing, Xi’an in Shaanxi
Province and Shanghai. Reagan’s trip highlighted his administration’s desire
to improve ties with China amid the growing international uncertainties.
During the visit, Reagan signed tax and cultural pacts with China, and the
two countries held talks on a nuclear cooperation agreement.

US President Ronald Reagan and his wife Nancy at the Badaling section of the
Great Wall, Beijing, 1984

George H.W. Bush’s bond with China started in the 1970s when he was
appointed director of the US Liaison Oice in China, arriving in Beijing
with US Secretary of State Henry Kissinger on October 21, 1974. During his
tenure, he met with Chairman Mao Zedong on two occasions. On February
25-26, 1989, one month after he assumed oice, Bush visited Beijing
to hold talks with Deng Xiaoping, who at the time was Chairman of the
Central Military Committee of the People’s Liberation Army. During the visit,
Bush reairmed the one-China policy and the US’s stance of a peaceful
resolution of cross-Strait issues. The two sides exchanged views on global
and regional strategies, military issues, disarmament and the roles of
international organisations. Bush visited China 20 times altogether.

US President George H.W. Bush and his wife Barbara wave to crowds of
Chinese onlookers after their motorcade stopped at Tiananmen Square, Beijing,
February 25, 1989

In connection with Chinese President Jiang Zemin’s oicial visit to the US
in 1997, US President Bill Clinton paid a State visit to China from June 25 to
July 3, 1998. The US delegation consisted of over 1,200 members including
the president’s family, ive members of the president’s cabinet and six
members of Congress. The two sides issued three joint statements on South
Asia issues, the Biological Weapons Convention protocol and one on antipersonnel landmines. President Clinton delivered a speech to a large crowd
of university students at Peking University. The ifth US President to visit
China, Clinton also visited Xi’an, China’s ancient capital, Guilin in Guangxi
Zhuang Autonomous Region and Hong Kong.

US President Bill Clinton, his daughter Chelsea (right) and wife Hillary tour the
excavation site of the Terracotta Warriors in Xi’an, Shaanxi Province, June 26,
1998
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Chinese President Hu Jintao made a State visit to the US from April 18 to 21,
2006. Hu and US President George W. Bush agreed that the two countries
have extensive and important common strategic interests and are both
mutual stakeholders and constructive collaborators. They agreed that a
sound bilateral relationship is of strategic signiicance for safeguarding and
promoting peace, stability and prosperity in the Asia-Paciic region and
the world at large. The two sides agreed to deal with the bilateral relations
from the strategic and long-term perspective and push forward Sino-US
constructive and cooperative relations for the 21st century.

Chinese President Hu Jintao and his wife Liu Yongqing, US President George W.
Bush and his wife Laura wave at the White House, April 20, 2006

In February 2012, Chinese vice-President Xi Jinping made an oicial visit to
the US. He met with US President Barack Obama at the White House and held
talks with US vice-President Joe Biden and former Secretary of State Henry
Kissinger. Xi proposed ive suggestions for Sino-US relations, reiterating
the importance of steady development of bilateral relations and mutual
beneit on many occasions. The two sides released the Joint Fact Sheet on
Strengthening China-US Economic Relations. The two countries vowed to
promote the healthy and steady development of bilateral cooperation based
on mutual respect and mutual beneit. Under the framework of the Economic
Track of the China-US Strategic and Economic Dialogue, the two sides agreed
to promote strong, sustainable and balanced growth, cross-border trade
and investment, inancial sector development, and strengthen international
cooperation.

Chinese Vice President Xi Jinping visits a farm in Iowa, February 16, 2012

From April 6 to 7, 2017, Chinese President Xi Jinping made a State visit
to the US and held talks with US President Donald Trump, the irst time
the two countries’ top leaders had met since Trump assumed oice. The
two leaders exchanged views on the Korean Peninsula nuclear issue and
the ongoing Sino-US economic frictions. The two sides enhanced mutual
understanding and trust, reairmed the direction and principles for
the development of Sino-US relations, pinpointed the priority areas of
bilateral cooperation, established four high-level dialogue mechanisms
and strengthened the communication and coordination mechanisms on
international and regional afairs. Trump accepted an invitation from Xi to
visit China before the end of 2017.

Chinese President Xi Jinping meets with US President Donald Trump at the
Mar-a-Lago resort in Palm Beach, Florida, April 6, 2017
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US President George W. Bush met with senior Chinese leaders a number
of times since he assumed oice in 2001. From August 7 to 11, 2008, he
attended the opening ceremony and a number of events at the Beijing
Olympic Games. Bush and his wife Laura, his father and former president
George H.W. Bush attended a basketball game between China and the US
in the company of Chinese Foreign Minister Yang Jiechi.

US President George W. Bush, his wife Laura and daughter Barbara at the
National Aquatics Centre on Day 3 of the Beijing 2008 Olympic Games,
August 11, 2008

On november 10, 2014, US President Barack Obama arrived in Beijing to
attend events for the Asia-Paciic Economic Cooperation (APEC) Leaders’
Meeting, the irst stop on his three-nation visit to China, Myanmar and Australia. Obama held talks with Chinese President Xi Jinping and they jointly
airmed their commitment to move Sino-US relations forward. Presidents
Obama and Xi also announced new historic targets for reducing greenhouse
gas emissions in the post-2020 period in which the US will reduce its net
greenhouse gas emissions to 26-28 percent below 2005 levels by 2025. Xi
announced that the country is aiming to peak its CO2 emissions by around
2030. China also committed to expand its share of non-fossil fuel energy to
around 20 percent by 2030.

US President Barack Obama and Chinese President Xi Jinping walk to a photo
shoot during the Asia-Paciic Economic Cooperation (APEC) Leaders’ Meeting,
Beijing, November 10, 2014

At the invitation of Chinese President Xi Jinping, US President Donald Trump
made a three-day state visit to China on november 8, 2017. It was the
irst time Trump had visited China since he assumed oice in early 2017.
The two leaders agreed to expand cooperation in areas such as trade, the
military, law enforcement and people-to-people exchanges. In addition,
both sides agreed to strengthen communication and coordination on international issues, including the Korean Peninsula nuclear situation. According
to statistics from China’s Ministry of Commerce, 34 deals worth US$253.5
billion were signed by the two sides during Trump’s stay in China, setting a
record for China-US trade relations. Xi said that Sino-US relations were “at a
new historical starting point.”

US President Donald Trump shakes hands with a performer at the Forbidden
City, Beijing, November 8, 2017
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An MRI produced by GE at the irst China International Import
Expo in Shanghai, November 8, 2018

More than 180 US companies participated in the irst China International Import
Expo (CIIE) held from november 5-10, 2018, many of which were Fortune Global
500 companies. Exhibits from US enterprises were present in all seven display
areas, including consumer electronics and home appliances, clothing, consumer
goods, vehicles, intelligent and high-end equipment, food and farm products,
medical instruments and the services industry. Companies including GE, Qualcomm
and Whirlpool demonstrated their latest products at the expo. The CIIE signalled
that China will further open to the world. Many representatives of US companies
that participated said that they hoped it would be a platform to fully demonstrate
their capabilities and further expand into the increasingly open Chinese market,
according to a Xinhua news Agency report.
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Zhang Xianda, a Chinese technician from the State-owned CRRC (CRRC Corporation
Limited), stands in one of the irst subway vehicles for Boston’s Massachusetts
Bay Transportation Authority (MBTA) that were made at its factory in Springield,
Massachusetts, December 18, 2018

The delivery of the irst two subway cars built by CRRC MA’s factory in Springield, Massachusetts was a milestone
for Sino-US cooperation. In October 2014, CRRC and Boston’s MBTA reached a contract under which CRRC MA, CRRC’s
irst north American oice in Massachusetts, would manufacture 404 subway cars, part of the upgrade to Boston’s
subway network. The cars were developed and produced in Changchun, Jilin Province and assembled and tested by
local workers in CRRC’s factory in Springield. CRRC is the irst Chinese railcar manufacturer to enter the US railcar
production market. The factory in Springield is CRRC’s irst manufacturing base in the US, employing more than 200
local workers.

The delivery of the irst of Boeing’s 737 MAX 8 series to Air China marked the continuing cooperation between the US
aerospace giant and its Chinese partner, the Commercial Aircraft Corporation of China, Ltd (COMAC), who put into operation their joint plant, the irst such Boeing facility outside the US, earlier in 2018. The 737 MAX 8 was assembled at
Boeing’s Renton plant in Washington State, and was lown to Zhoushan, Zhejiang Province for completion. The plant
is expected to inish up to 100 737 MAX planes annually designed for all carriers in China. In 1973, China purchased
the irst 10 Boeing 707 planes from the US, which kickstarted the cooperation between Boeing and China. In the past
four decades, Boeing has delivered more than 2,000 aircraft to Chinese airlines – the second thousand took only ive
years. As a model of Sino-US cooperation in trade and economy, business between China and Boeing has witnessed
the growth of Chinese airlines.

Jack Ma, founder of e-commerce giant Alibaba, rings the
bell at the New York Stock Exchange, September 19, 2014

A Boeing 737 MAX 8 aeroplane is delivered to Air China at a ceremony held at the
Boeing Zhoushan 737 Completion and Delivery Centre, Zhoushan, Zhejiang Province,
December 15, 2018

On the irst day of trading at the new York Stock Exchange, shares in Chinese
tech behemoth Alibaba surged by 38 percent from its IPO price at US$68 to
US$92.7. More than 100 million shares were traded in the irst 10 minutes,
and 271 million shares changed hands on the irst day. Alibaba inished its irst
day of trading with a valuation of US$231 billion, making the e-commerce
company bigger than Facebook, Amazon or eBay. The enthusiasm of American
shareholders relected their recognition of Chinese private enterprises and
conidence in the Chinese economy. The internet giant started by Jack Ma in
a lat in Hangzhou, Zhejiang Province in 1999 has developed into an international company that combines sales, merchandising and inancial services in
the two decades since, reaching every corner of the world. Its Alipay platform,
founded in 2004, is now the world’s largest online payment platform, boasting
400 million users. More than 213.5 billion yuan (US$31.6b) in transactions
were made during the 10th annual Single’s Day online shopping spree on its
Tmall platform on november 11, 2018. The total market value of Alibaba has
reached above US$432 billion, according to its latest inancial report published
on January 30, 2019.
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An Apple store opens in Wuxi, Jiangsu Province, attracting crowds
of eager fans, August 2, 2014

Since Apple opened its irst store in the mainland in 2008, it has expanded
rapidly based on its popularity among Chinese mobile phone users, with
more than 40 Apple stores across China. Each new iPhone release would see
enormous lines outside the stores, with people camping out overnight. For
four years starting in 2012, it was China’s top selling smartphone, beating out
domestic rivals Huawei, OPPO, vivo and Xiaomi, until it fell into second place
in 2016. But its current patent litigation between Apple and Qualcomm and
questions over its high price are weakening the tech giant’s competitiveness
in China.

Haier, one of the top suppliers of white goods and home appliances, entered
the US market in 1999, and produced its irst refrigerator in its American
factory in 2000. It has developed into a leading brand in the US in the past
20 years. Unlike some Chinese enterprises that pursue short-term gains in
overseas markets, Haier has been focusing on brand building since the beginning of its international expansion and has won market in the US with its solid
quality and highly customised or localised products, a demonstration of its
diferentiation strategy. Haier’s management experience has drawn attention
from enterprise researchers in the US. In 1998, Haier was held up as a model by
the Harvard Business School which focused on Haier’s innovation in enterprise
culture. Zhang Ruimin, CEO of Haier, was the irst Chinese entrepreneur to
deliver a lecture at Harvard. In 2016, Qingdao Haier, in which Haier Group
holds a 41 percent share, acquired an appliance division of General Electric
(GE), and further expanded its market in the US.

An employee moves a Haier air conditioner unit into place at a
shop in Queens, New York City, August 10, 2010
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Christmas products are on display at a shop in an international
trade mall in Yiwu, Zhejiang Province, December 17, 2018

An important distribution centre for commodities sold worldwide, Yiwu in East China’s Zhejiang
Province is often seen as a barometer for international situations. Ji Dongchu, a merchant from Yiwu
who focuses on swimwear, relies on the US for 60 percent of its export business. He told Chinese media
outlet Global Times that in 2018, his orders from the US dropped by 30-40 percent from the previous
year mainly due to the uncertainties caused by the Sino-US trade war, even though swimwear was not
on the tarif list. The trade woes also afected other products like Christmas decorations. Yiwu produces
two-thirds of the world’s Christmas decorations.

US President Donald Trump signed a memorandum on March 23, 2018, imposing tarifs of up to US$60
billion on Chinese imports, sparking trade frictions between the two countries. In response, China imposed tarifs on US$50 billion worth of US imports, including a 25 percent tarif on American soybeans.
Soybeans have been a major agricultural export to China, but the trade war caused a dramatic drop in
the soybean trade in 2018. According to statistics from the General Administration of Customs of China,
China imported 95.5 million tons of soybeans in 2017, with 29 percent from the US. In 2018, the total
number dropped to 88 million, a decrease of 7.9 percent, the irst drop since 2011. Meanwhile, soybean
imports from the US declined sharply. The volume of soybean imports from the US decreased to zero in
november 2018.

An American soybean farmer stands on his farm in Iowa, telling
a China News Service reporter that he is waiting for Sino-US
relations to improve, April 2018
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The irst China branch of P.F. Chang’s, an American restaurant
chain which serves Chinese-American food, Shanghai, May 24,
2018

P.F. Chang’s, which started in an Arizona mall in 1993, is regarded as an example of cultural integration
between China and the US. The chain now has more than 200 restaurants across the US and over 100
in 25 countries. Inspiration for the restaurant came from the Mandarin Restaurant, opened in 1961 by
Cecilia Chiang in San Francisco. Chiang is regarded as introducing the US to a more authentic version of
Chinese cuisine, which helped change the negative image of Chinese food in the US at that time. P.F.
Chang’s was started by Cecilia Chiang’s son Philip Chiang and his partner Paul Fleming.

As the two most successful American fast food companies in China, KFC and McDonald’s have expanded
their Chinese market rapidly in the past three decades. By 2015, KFC had opened more than 5,000 restaurants across China. McDonald’s, which opened its irst restaurant in Shenzhen in 1990, had opened
more than 2,800 restaurants by July 2018, employing more than 150,000 workers. The spread of fast
food restaurants across China has long grown from a novelty to an inseparable part of Chinese life.

People walk out of a McDonald’s restaurant in Fuzhou, Fujian
Province, March 24, 2017
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In December 2007, Chinese and US tourism authorities signed a memorandum of understanding, which allowed Chinese to travel to the US in tour
groups. Trips commenced from June 17, 2008. The number of inbound Chinese tourists to the US has grown steadily ever since, and China is one of the
largest sources of inbound tourists to the US. The number of Chinese tourists to the US increased from 710,000 in 2007 to 2.67 million in 2015, and the
number of people to and from the two sides reached over 30 million in the past 10 years, as the then China national Tourism Administration revealed at
a tourism forum in 2016.

A group of Chinese vacationers to the US take photos with Marilyn
Monroe impersonators on Hollywood Boulevard, Los Angeles,
June 23, 2008

In november 1981, 17
American tourists, the
irst to come to China
after it established
diplomatic relations
with the US, arrived in
nanjing, Jiangsu Province via Hong Kong.
Since then, the number of tourists from the
US has continued to
grow. The number of
American tourists to
China surged particularly after 2014, when
China started ofering
10-year tourist visas
to Americans, which
has greatly boosted
bilateral trade and
tourism.

Fuyao Glass Industry Group,
the largest manufacturer of
automotive glass in China,
was founded in Fuzhou, Fujian
Province in 1987. Fuyao Group
opened its US plant in the
former GM Moraine plant in
Ohio, the world’s largest auto
glass manufacturing plant, in
October 2016, bringing more
than 2,000 jobs to the local
area. More Chinese companies
are investing abroad. From
2000 to 2014, Chinese irms
made investments worth
nearly US$46 billion in the US,
according to a report published
in 2015 by the Rhodium Group,
bringing more than 80,000
jobs to the country. Chinese
companies also spend billions
of dollars annually on research
and development and staf
training. The report predicted
that China’s investment in the
US would reach US$100-200
billion by 2020.
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Interior of a glass manufacturing plant in Ohio built by Fuyao Glass
America, a branch of Fuyao Glass Industry Group, May 19, 2017
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Tourists from the US make ciba, a traditional food made of rice in South China, in a
village in Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region, July 9, 2016

A branch of SAIC General Motors Corporation Limited (SAIC-GM)
in Wuhan, Hubei Province, January 28, 2015
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The SAIC General Motors Corporation Limited (SAIC-GM) branch
in Wuhan is one of the four
manufacturing bases of SAIC-GM
besides those in Shanghai,
Yantai in Shandong Province and
Shenyang, Liaoning Province.
The completion of the Wuhan
base marked a further step in
SAIC-GM’s strategic rollout from
China’s coastal regions towards
the interior. The company is a
joint venture between General
Motors Company and SAIC started in June 1997 with 50 percent
investment from each partner.
It was the largest Sino-US joint
project at that time. SAIC-GM has
developed into a leading vehicle
manufacturer in China. Its main
brands include Buick, Cadillac
and Chevrolet. A model Sino-US
joint venture, SAIC-GM has been
constantly engaged in innovation and exploration. Its annual
sales climbed from 20,000 units
in 1999 to 1.97 million (including
158,096 export units) in 2018.
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Yao Ming speaks during the 2016
Basketball Hall of Fame Enshrinement
Ceremony at Symphony Hall in
Springield, Massachusetts, September
9, 2016

Yao Ming, the eight-time nBA All-Star Game player and
ive-time All-nBA Team member, was inducted into the Hall
of Fame together with Shaquille O’neal and Allen Iverson
on September 9, 2016, becoming the only Chinese person
to receive the honour. On February 3, 2017, the legendary
centre’s number 11 jersey was also retired by the Houston
Rockets where he spent his entire nBA career from 2002 to
2011, averaging 19 points, 9.2 rebounds and 1.9 blocks. Yao,
now president of the Chinese Basketball Association (CBA),
has been the most successful and inluential Chinese player on
the nBA courts, as well as played a unique role in bridging the
social and cultural gap between the two countries.

Yao Ming shoots over Johan Petro of the Seattle
SuperSonics at the Toyota Center in Houston, March
29, 2006
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Stephon Marbury is lifted up by his
teammates after the Beijing Ducks beat
the Guangdong Southern Tigers to win
their irst CBA championship in Beijing,
March 30, 2012

Stephon Marbury stands
next to a bronze statue of
himself outside the Beijing
Ducks’ home court at the
Wukesong Arena, Beijing,
May 13, 2012
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Former nBA star Stephon Marbury
led the Beijing Ducks to victory in
their irst CBA championship in the
2011-2012 season. He and the team
went on to win three league titles,
bringing honour to the city of Beijing.
A collection of commemorative
postage stamps with Marbury’s image was issued in Beijing to honour
his contributions to basketball in
China. In December 2015, a museum
called Marbury’s Home was opened
in downtown Beijing, and a ilm
starring Marbury was released.
Marbury was granted permanent
Chinese residency on April 18, 2016,
becoming the irst foreign athlete to
obtain a Chinese green card.
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Jenny Lang Ping, head coach of the American
women’s volleyball team, talks with her players
during a match against the Netherlands at the 2005
World Grand Prix Women’s Volleyball Tournament in
Ningbo, Zhejiang Province, June 24, 2005

Jenny Lang Ping, dubbed the
“Iron Hammer” for her power
and speed, was a legendary
member of China’s national
volleyball Team in the late
1970s, helping the team to
win world titles and two Asian
championships during her service. After spending a few years
in Italy as head coach of several
volleyball clubs, she became
head coach of the US national
volleyball team on February
7, 2005. Lang led the US team
to the Beijing 2008 Olympic
Games and defeated China 3-2.
During the Olympic event, she
helped the US team to the silver medal position after losing
to Brazil in the inals. In 2002,
Lang became an inductee of
the volleyball Hall of Fame
in Holyoke, Massachusetts to
honour her unique contributions to volleyball.
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As a traditional Chinese game with over 2,000 years history, weiqi, also known as Go, is a complex
game in which two players use black and white pieces to compete for control of a board. Despite the
game posing a big challenge for Google’s AI AlphaGo due to the astonishing number of possible moves,
the program’s defeat of world champion Ke Jie revealed the immense cognitive gap between humans
and computers. Ke later said that he saw the program more as a teacher and a source of inspiration for
new ideas about the game.

Google’s AI AlphaGo defeats world No.1 ranking Go player Ke Jie from
China in a three-game match held in Wuzhen, Zhejiang, May 2017

Del Harris, head coach of the Chinese National
Basketball Team, sits with his players during a
game against Croatia in a four-nation basketball
tournament in Beijing on July 11, 2004. China
defeated Croatia 92-55
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Del Harris became the
head coach of the Chinese
national Basketball Team
on February 20, 2004.
Before that, he was an assistant coach at the Dallas
Mavericks in the US. He
had a record of 556-457 in
13 years as head coach of
the Houston Rockets, the
Milwaukee Bucks and the
Los Angeles Lakers. Harris
is the irst foreign coach to
head the Chinese national
Basketball Team. During
his two-year tenure in
China, Harris took the
team to the inal eight
after a 67-66 victory over
world champions Serbia
and Montenegro at the
2004 Athens Olympics. It
was one of the best performances by the Chinese
national Basketball Team
in the world arena.
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People play table tennis during the TopSpin
New York charity event at the Metropolitan
Pavilion in New York City, December 6, 2018

China has a particular passion for table tennis that over the past two decades has been catching on in the US. According
to Statista, an online statistics portal, the number of table tennis players in the US reached 17 million in 2016, or
around ive percent of the overall population. It is common to ind Ping-Pong tables in parks, community centres and
neighbourhood clubs throughout the US. SPin, a table tennis-themed club in Manhattan, has further popularised the
game with the help of some celebrity cache. Founded in 2009 by actress Susan Sarandon, the club has since developed
into an international franchise.

Since his arrival in
the US 15 years ago,
Wang Wei has worked
to develop simpliied
wushu (martial arts). His
school, Wushu Unlimited, now trains around
120 students, making
it one of the largest
schools of its kind in the
Los Angeles area. Wang’s
seven-year-old daughter Aviendha, who trains
wushu with her father,
recently won two gold
medals at the 2018 Los
Angeles International
Wushu Tournament for
fencing and boxing.
Interest in Chinese
martial arts has grown
among Americans in
recent years thanks in
part to action ilm stars
like Bruce Lee, Jet Li and
Jackie Chan, resulting
in more kung fu and
wushu schools opening
to meet demand.
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Chinese children play football in Guangzhou,
Guangdong Province, December 30, 2018

In recent years, popular US sports such as football and basketball have also attracted tens of millions of young Chinese fans.
The nFL is cooperating with local organisations to promote
its brand and open new markets in cities such as Beijing and
Shanghai. With oicial endorsements from China’s Ministry of
Education, football is expected to see substantial growth.

Wang Wei teaches simpliied martial arts moves to a
class at Wushu Unlimited, a school he and his wife
Jennifer founded in Los Angeles, June 3, 2018
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Heavyweight champion Muhammad Ali teaches
technique to boxers in China, 1983
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During his irst trip
to China in 1979,
Muhammad Ali
was invited to meet
Party leader Deng
Xiaoping. “You
have deep feelings
towards China. You
are very welcome in
China and to have a
look around,” Deng
told Ali, and called
boxing a bridge that
“enhances mutual
understanding and
friendship between
Chinese and
American people.”
The success of Ali’s
trip helped to lift
a ban on boxing in
place since 1959
and led to a revival
of the sport. The
boxing icon visited
China twice more, in
1983 and 1985, and
was greeted by fans
wherever he went.
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Pictured are self-driving Baidu cars at
the company’s autopilot research and
development center in Silicon Valley,
California, January 6, 2018

Chinese tech giant Baidu
launched its autopilot platform
Apollo 2.0 at the 2018 International Consumer Electronics
Show (CES), which was held
from January 9-12, 2018 in Las
vegas. Before the show, Baidu
invited global media to try its
driverless cars which have the
Apollo 2.0 system installed, an
open-source platform which
enables users to individualise
autopilot systems. Baidu has
been engaged in autopilot
development since 2015 and
launched Apollo 1.0 in 2017.
The same year, Baidu established its second R&D centre
in Silicon valley, focusing on
autopilot technology, a highly
competitive ield in AI technology. The Apollo platform has
already been updated to the
3.5 version which supports
complex road layouts. During
the 2019 CES, Baidu launched
the world’s irst commercial
autopilot solution, Apollo
Enterprise, and revealed that
in 2019, driverless vehicle
manufacturer Udelv will install
Apollo 3.5 into more than 100
vehicles for a pilot.

The containment structure of the irst unit of the Sanmen AP1000 (advanced passive
pressurised-water reactor) nuclear power station is inished on January 29, 2013, in
Taizhou, Zhejiang Province. The AP1000 is a third-generation nuclear power technology
developed by Pittsburgh-based Westinghouse Electric Corporation

China’s Yutu-II
(Jade Rabbit)
lunar rover
drives on
the far side
of the moon
after being
detached
from the
moon probe
Chang’e-IV,
January 4,
2019

Construction on Sanmen
AP1000 nuclear power station
started in 2009 after China
signed an agreement with
the US in 2006 on introducing
third-generation AP1000
technology from Westinghouse Electric Corporation.
With high security features
and low pollution, the
AP1000 was then the world’s
most advanced nuclear power
technology. The agreement
marked the biggest energy
cooperation between China
and the US at the time. There
are now four AP1000 nuclear
power units under construction in China, two in Taizhou
and the other two in Haiyang,
Shandong Province. Both
reactors at Sanmen were connected to the grid in 2018.
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An image of how
paleontologists
believe the Anchiornis
huxleyi looked

A Sino-US team in 2010 recreated the colouring of the Anchiornis huxleyi, a small theropod dinosaur
(ones with three toes) that is believed to most resemble the earliest bird. The scientists, from the
Beijing Museum of natural History, Peking University, Yale University, the University of Texas and
the University of Akron in Ohio, collected 29 feather samples, each of a diameter of less than one
millimetre, from a fossil of the dinosaur, and used them to deine all the colours of its feathers
through complicated analysis and comparison. This was the irst time scientists had achieved such
a feat based on a single dinosaur fossil. Anchiornis huxleyi fossils have only been found in rocks
in northeast China’s Liaoning Province, and date back to around 166 million years ago, in the late
Jurassic period.

Jiang Shibo, a team leader of Fudan University’s Key Laboratory of
Medical Molecular Virology under China’s ministries of education
and health, talks about how the “m336” antibody resists the Middle
East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS), June 17, 2015

Fudan University announced in June 2015 that its Key Laboratory of Medical Molecular virology
under the Chinese ministries of education and health and the US national Institutes of Health have
jointly developed a humanised monoclonal antibody “m336” against MERS (Middle East Respiratory
Syndrome), a newly discovered coronavirus that causes severe harm to the respiratory system. The
antibody has shown obvious efects in animal tests. The team’s research was published in the Journal
of virology, and researchers are working hard on clinical trials.

China’s Yutu-II rover automatically woke up from
hibernation on January 29, 2019, indicating that
it managed to spend the irst night on the moon
(equal to 14 days on Earth) where temperatures
drop to -180 C. Carried as payload on China’s
moon probe Chang’e-Iv, Yutu-II landed on the far
side of the moon on January 3, 2019 and transmitted back the irst image of the far side of the
moon. During the second moon day (also a span
of 14 Earth days), Yutu-II travelled much further
on the lunar surface and performed a series of
designed explorations and tests in cooperation
with Chang’e-Iv. On January 30, nASA’s Lunar
Reconnaissance Orbiter spotted the Chang’e-Iv
lunar lander and snapped a photo, although the
lander only appeared as a tiny speck. The two
countries agreed to share any discoveries at a
Un space technology conference that started on
February 11 in vienna, Austria.
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The remains
of a frog are
preserved in
amber from
the Cretaceous
period (145-66
million years
BCE)

Based on four pieces of amber
obtained from a collector in
Myanmar between 2015 and 2016,
a Sino-US scientiic team discovered
a new species of frog from the
Cretaceous period. The frog was
well preserved by the amber and
its slight decomposition in one
piece of amber enabled them to
better observe the frog’s skeleton.
Given the frog was diferent from
any other known species, scientists
classiied it as a new species (Electrorana limoae) which inhabited the
humid “Amber forest” in northern
Myanmar, feeding on invertebrates
like mosquitoes, beetles and spiders.
The discovery indicates that frogs
and toads in the Cretaceous might
have occupied a wider habitat than
previously known.
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Chinese First Lady Peng Liyuan and her US counterpart Michelle
Obama visit the Giant Panda House at the Smithsonian National
Zoological Park in Washington, DC, September 25, 2015

During his 50-year career, German-born George Schaller, who moved to the US as a teen, studied and helped protect various
endangered species across the world, in particular giant pandas and Tibetan antelopes in China. He promoted and conducted training for local people in their own countries to carry on the conservation work. He is the irst foreigner to acquire Chinese government
permission to conduct research in the Changtang region of the Tibet Autonomous Region. Currently serving as vice president of
Panthera, a foundation dedicated to wild cat conservation, Schaller has collaborated with Chinese scientists for over two decades in
studying and developing conservation initiatives for the snow leopard, Tibetan antelope and wild yak, among other species.

George Schaller, a wellknown biologist and wildlife
conservationist, looks for the
evasive snow leopard with Chinese
scientists and photographers on July
7, 2014 in Zhaqing, near the source
of the Lancang (Mekong) River on
the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau

After a devastating 7.0-magnitude
earthquake struck Haiti, members
of the China International Search
and Rescue Team help other
international rescue teams sift
through the rubble of the United
Nations mission in Port au Prince,
capital of Haiti, January 16, 2010
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The irst ladies of the US and
China visited the national Zoo
in Washington, DC, to name a
ive-week old panda Beibei,
one of twin cubs born on
August 22 to Mei Xiang, a
giant panda sent from China
to the US in 2000. The irst
ladies revealed the name,
which means precious, in
both English and Chinese. The
rare mammals have become
an important part of China’s
foreign relations – often
dubbed “panda diplomacy.”
More than 100 giant pandas
live in zoos around the
world. Through persistent
eforts by scientists as well as
public concern, the number
of giant pandas living in the
wild increased from 1,114
in the 1980s to 1,864 in
2014. In September 2016,
the International Union for
Conservation of nature (IUCn)
announced the giant panda
was being downgraded from
Endangered to vulnerable on
the global Red List of species
at risk of extinction.

Members of the New York Chinese
Association Federation raise funds
in Manhattan with all donations
handed over to the New York
municipal government for future
reconstruction of the World Trade
Center on September 15, 2011

Chinese associations in new
York were quick to aid local
communities and victims following the terror attack on the
World Trade Center in 2001. For
example, the Chinese Consolidated Benevolent Association
(CCBA) reacted immediately to
transform the CCBA building
on Mott Street into a shelter
for thousands of afected
people in the Chinatown area.
The CCBA has cooperated
with the American Red Cross
of Greater new York to raise
funds for victims of diferent
disasters worldwide, including
Hurricane Katrina in 2005, the
Bangladesh cyclone in 2007,
the Wenchuan Earthquake in
Sichuan Province in 2008, the
Taiwan loods in 2009 and the
Haiti Earthquake in 2010.

American Derek E. Chitwood had previously volunteered during the aftermaths of the
Wenchuan earthquake in 2008 in Sichuan Province and the Yushu earthquake in Qinghai Province in 2010. The California native, who holds a doctorate in environmental engineering, irst
came to China in 1988 and later lived in Kunming, southwest China’s Yunnan Province with his
family. Chitwood is director of Partners in Hope (PIH), an nGO that aims to help improve the
living standards of impoverished residents in Southwest China. He distributed 1,000 ceramic
water ilters to villagers free of charge in the earthquake-hit area. The magnitude-7.0 quake
struck Yushu on April 20, killing some 200 people and injuring thousands.

American volunteer Derek
E. Chitwood helps other
volunteers transport, distribute
and install ceramic water
ilters in earthquake-hit
Lushan County, southwest
China’s Sichuan Province,
May 2, 2013

Rescuers dispatched
to the Un mission in
Haiti destroyed by the 2010
earthquake had to search
for survivors by hand as
machines could not easily
access the area. During the
operation, staf from the
Chinese Embassy to the US
worked with the US side to
ensure the smooth transit
of Chinese planes carrying
rescue workers and relief
supplies to Port-au-Prince.
The earthquake, which
struck in the afternoon
of January 12, 2010,
killed between 200,000
and 300,000 people, and
displaced up to 1.5 million
residents.
CHINAREPORT I March 2019
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A group of four retired US airmen came to Beijing for a ceremony to mark the 60th anniversary of the arrival of the US Flying Tigers
in China to join the battle against Japanese forces. Between 1941 and 1945, over 2,000 American pilots and support staf from
the American volunteer Group (AvG) arrived in China as part of the Paciic theatre of World War II. Although the nose of the planes
was painted with a menacing shark design, they were dubbed by local Chinese as the “Fei Hu,” or the Flying Tigers. These young
American pilots fought alongside their Chinese comrades against the Japanese. Some paid the ultimate sacriice, or went missing
in the skies over China. During the last two decades in China and the US, aviation associations have organised Flying Tiger reunions,
and museums and monuments to commemorate the Flying Tigers have been set up all over China.

Hangzhou Normal University
English teacher Ross Clark marries
Xu Jie, a TV anchor on Hangzhou
TV in East China’s Zhejiang
Province, October 23, 1995
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Four US Air Force veterans from the
American Volunteer Group of the
Chinese Air force and Anna Chennault
(Chen Xiangmei), widow of American
Lieutenant General Claire Lee Chennault,
who commanded Flying Tiger operations
during World War II, visit the Chinese
People’s Anti-Japanese War Memorial
Hall in Beijing, September 5, 2001

With booming economic
growth, China has attracted
more foreign employees in
recent decades. Since August
2004, China started giving
permanent residence cards
to qualiied foreign visitors.
In May 2017, the Ministry of
Public Security (MPS) launched
a reform plan, announcing the
“foreigner’s permanent residence card” for expat workers
in China, often referred to as
a green card, will be renamed
the “foreigner’s permanent
residence identity card.”
According to data from China’s
Sixth national Census in 2010,
the most recent, there were
593,832 foreigners residing
in the Chinese mainland, and
71,493 were American. China
has made signiicant progress
in easing its residence and
entry policies for foreigners.
By 2016, oicial statistics
indicated that more than
10,000 foreigners had received
a green card for China.
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Mei Ping, a senior Chinese Foreign
Ministry oficial, hands over the remains
of US airmen from a B-24 bomber
which crashed on a Chinese mountain
in World War II to James Sasser, then
US Ambassador to China in Beijing,
November 7, 1997

China launched its Adoption Law in 1991 which
allowed foreigners to
adopt Chinese orphans.
That year, 61 Chinese
children were adopted by
US parents. According to
igures provided by the US
Department of State, US
families adopted about
80,000 Chinese children
from 1999 to 2017. The US
is the top destination for
Chinese children adopted
abroad. Since 2000, US
residents have adopted
more children from China
than any other country.
Between 1991 and 2005,
the number of American
adoptions of Chinese
children increased tremendously. However in 2007,
China tightened rules on
foreign adoptions, setting
higher requirements for
foreigner adopters in
terms of inancial, health
and marital status.
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On August 31, 1944, as it was returning to its base in Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region after executing a combat commission
against Japanese ships, a B-24 bomber from the American volunteer Group crashed on Mount Mao’er in Xing’an County. All 10 crew
members died in the collision, with the youngest just 19 and the oldest 27, according to military records. The crash site was not
found until October 1996 by two Chinese farmers, who were collecting wild herbs in the mountains. Soon after, China and the US
conducted a joint investigation and excavation of the site. During WWII, the US dispatched some 1,000 aircraft to China. Around 100
aircraft remained missing after the war.

Former US ambassador to China Jon
Huntsman and his wife Mary Kaye
take their adopted Chinese daughter
Gracie Mei back to her birthplace
in Yangzhou, Jiangsu Province,
December 3, 2009
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On June 16, 2016, Disney opened its biggest and most expensive international resort – a more than
400-hectare, US$45.5 billion development in Shanghai. Shanghai Disneyland Park is a joint venture
between The Walt Disney Company and Shanghai Shendi Group. The design of the Shanghai Disney
Resort carefully blends the magic of Disney with the spirit of China. One big nod to Chinese culture is
the Garden of the Twelve Friends in front of the Enchanted Storybook Castle, where each animal in the
Chinese zodiac is associated with a Disney character. Wishing Star Park, outside the main entrance to
Shanghai Disneyland, evokes the native landscape and historic legacy of China’s Yangtze River Delta.
Classic Disney storytelling comes to life in new ways as many familiar songs and stories are presented
in Chinese. In its irst year of operation, Shanghai Disneyland welcomed more than 11 million visitors.

Shanghai Disneyland Park
opens to the public on June
16, 2016. Special guests,
Disney employees and their
families experienced the
newest Magic Kingdom
during the park’s six-week soft
opening.

Young women pose for photos at Shanghai Disneyland, ive days
before its oficial opening on June 11, 2016

A Kung Fu Panda-themed
Hainan Airlines Boeing
787 Dreamliner sits on
the runway at Chengdu
Shuangliu International
Airport, March 15, 2017
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The making of Kung Fu Panda 3 (2016) is emblematic of the growing creative and economic
ties between China and Hollywood. During a time when China-US ilm cooperation is
gaining speed, Kung Fu Panda 3 was the irst animated Hollywood ilm to be co-produced
with a Chinese studio, the Shanghai-based Pearl Studio. American and Chinese ilmmakers
collaborated to make sure all aspects of Chinese culture, including food, clothing and
hairstyles, were accurately represented. The ilm versions also included separate casts of
American and Chinese stars, such as Jack Black, Jackie Chan and Bai Baihe. The ilm was
animated in two versions so the characters’ speech synced up in English and Chinese.
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Pianist Lang Lang poses for
pictures before he is inducted
into the prestigious Ride of Fame
in celebration of his role as New
York City’s irst-ever Cultural
Tourism Ambassador, September
20, 2016

Lang Lang is without a doubt one of the most famous pianists in the world, continuing to perform
to sold-out crowds in every city he plays. Born in 1982 in Shenyang, Liaoning Province, Lang went to
the US as a teenager to study at the Curtis Institute of Music in Philadelphia. He is the irst Chinese
pianist to be engaged by the vienna Philharmonic, Berlin Philharmonic and the new York Philharmonic
orchestras. Lang performed at the White House ive times, the irst of which was in 2005 when he was
invited by US president George W. Bush. In 2009, he appeared in Time magazine’s annual list of the 100
Most Inluential People. He received an honourary doctorate from the Manhattan School of Music in
recognition of his extraordinary accomplishments as a musician, educator and musical ambassador
to the world. He is probably equally adored by classical music fans in the US and in China, and splits
his time between the two countries. In September 2016, Lang was named new York City’s irst-ever
Cultural Tourism Ambassador, as part of the US-China Tourism Year events that promoted travel and
tourism between the US and China.

James Cameron is arguably China’s favourite Hollywood director. Titanic was a hit
across the globe, but it seemed to make a special connection with Chinese audiences.
After its 1998 release, it garnered a record-breaking US$44 million at the Chinese
box oices, accounting for one-fourth of the country’s total box oices earnings
that year. In 1998, the streets of major Chinese cities had been looded with a sea of
advertisements for Titanic. The theme song for the ilm was at the top of the charts.
Pirated videos of the ilm had been sold on street corners for months, but that did
not stop young Chinese people from storming theatres to watch it on the big screen.
Titanic was not only one of the most memorable pop culture events of 1998 in China,
a record it kept for 11 years. In 2012, Cameron’s Titanic 3D lured masses of Chinese fans
to the theatres again. The 3D release earned a staggering US$11.6 million on its irst
day in China and US$67 million in its opening week. Cameron’s blockbuster Avatar
(2009) also captivated the nation to earn an unprecedented US$204 million, smashing China’s all-time box oice record.

Michael Jackson was one of the irst foreign megastars to
have his music widely available in China. Though China’s
reform and opening-up policy had been implemented for a
decade at the time, most Chinese still had little knowledge
about Western culture. In the late 1980s came Michael Jackson, quickly turning into one of the most inluential Western
icons to Chinese people. Most of his fans in China regret that
Jackson never performed in the mainland.
However, it’s little known that the pop icon made a sevenhour visit to Zhongshan, Guangdong Province on October
23, 1987, and was fascinated by the rice ields, water bufalo
and ducks in the ponds. Ever since his death in 2009, every
year Chinese fans hold a series of events to express their love
for this legendary star. In 2016, for instance, on the seventh
anniversary of Jackson’s death, fans in China spent roughly
US$76,000 to display images of the King of Pop across the
140-metre-tall LED screen on the CITIbank building on Shanghai’s world-famous Bund.

Michael Jackson poses for a picture
with an elderly woman in Cuiheng
Village, Nanlang Town, Guangdong
Province, the birthplace of Sun Yatsen who is known as the “Father of
Modern China,” October 23, 1987
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Hundreds of Michael Jackson
fans attend a candlelight vigil
in Beijing’s Houhai on June 26,
2009 to mourn the death of the
legendary megastar who had
passed away a day earlier in Los
Angeles
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Zhang Ziyi stars as Jen Yu, a complex and empowering protagonist
villain in the martial arts epic Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon (2000)

A poster for Titanic, starring
Leonardo DiCaprio and Kate
Winslet, on sale at a street
market in Chengdu, 1998

I. M. Pei

Born in Beijing in 1979, Chinese actress Zhang Ziyi is one of the most recognisable movie
stars in the world. She gained international fame for her role as the almond-eyed siren Jen
Yu in Ang Lee’s visually-stunning martial arts epic Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon (2000).
Her nuanced performance won her prizes at the Chicago Film Critics Association Awards,
Toronto Film Critics Association Awards and Independent Spirit Awards. Zhang was just 21
when she appeared in her irst American ilm, 2001’s Rush Hour 2. In 2005, she made her
English-language ilm debut playing Sayuri nitta in Memoirs of a Geisha, a ilm produced
in international markets before being released in China. Her role in director Rob Marshall’s
period drama won her even wider acclaim, as well as nominations for a Golden Globe, a
Screen Actors Guild Award and a BAFTA Award for Best Actress. Zhang has since become
an ambassador for Chinese culture, and is already one of the biggest Chinese movie stars
of the 21st century.

Born in 1917, Chinese-American architect I. M. Pei is arguably the greatest living
member of the modernist generation of architects. When he received his Pritzker Prize in
1983, the jury citation stated that he “has given this century some of its most beautiful
interior spaces and exterior forms.”The 101-year-old master architect has been the
design force behind JFK Airport, El Paso Tower, the Museum of Islamic Art in Qatar, the
iconic crystal pyramid extension of the Louvre Museum in Paris and many other sites.
Pei’s combination of geometric modernism and contextual sensitivity has won him
respect all over the world. He has designed six masterworks in China, including Luce
Memorial Chapel (Taichung), Fragrant Hill Hotel (Beijing), Bank of China Tower (Hong
Kong), Bank of China Head Oice Building (Beijing), Suzhou Museum (Suzhou) and
Macao Science Centre (Macao).

I.M. Pei strove to bring
together both his
modernist sensibilities
as well as the Suzhou
vernacular in his Suzhou
Museum, which was
completed in 2006
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Zhang Huoding
performs during a
Legend of the White
Snake preview at
the Lincoln Center,
September 1, 2015,
New York City
The English versions
of Mo Yan’s six
novels, translated by
Howard Goldblatt,
are prominently
displayed at the
Wangfujing Xinhua
Bookstore in Beijing,
November 23, 2012

Born in 1939 to a Jewish family in California, Howard
Goldblatt is the foremost translator of modern and contemporary Chinese literature. Over the course of his 40-year career,
Goldblatt has devoted himself to the translation of modern
and contemporary Chinese literature into English. His translations have been awarded the Man Asian Literary Prize three
times and the Translation of the Year prize from the American
Literary Translators Association. Goldblatt is considered by
authors and scholars to be the most trustworthy interpreter
of Chinese, as well as the most proliic. He is nobel prizewinning writer Mo Yan’s irst and only translator. Readers
who pick up an English translation of a book by Mo Yan, Wang
Shuo, Su Tong or any other contemporary Chinese novelist are
likely reading Goldblatt’s work. Author John Updike, writing in
The New Yorker, said: “American translators of contemporary
Chinese iction appear to be the lonely province of one man,
Howard Goldblatt.”

Born in 1964 in Yangquan, Shanxi Province, Liu Cixin is China’s
most popular science-iction writer. Liu’s most famous book,
The Three-Body Problem, published in 2007, tells the story of
a faraway civilisation that invades Earth in order to save itself
from extinction. He continued to write two sequels – The Dark
Forest and Death’s End – in 2008 and 2010. The English version
of the irst installment, published in 2014 with a translation
by Ken Liu, won the 2015 Hugo Award for Best novel. Liu is
the irst Asian author to win the prestigious award. The irst
volume of the trilogy has sold more than 160,000 copies in
English and one million in Chinese, making it the best-selling
Chinese sci-i novel of all time. The series has earned him
enormous acclaim and legions of fans worldwide – including
former US President Barack Obama, who has long been a
reader of sci-i/fantasy novels. In an interview with The New
York Times, Obama named Liu’s Three-Body Problem series
as a deinitive book of his presidency, describing it as “wildly
imaginative, really interesting.”

Musicians from
the Philadelphia
Orchestra and the
NCPA Orchestra
hold a performance
outside the Temple
of Heaven, Beijing,
June 2, 2012

Liu Cixin greets
readers at a booksigning event for
the English version
of The Dark Forest
during the Beijing
International Book
Fair, August 29, 2015
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In 1930, Peking opera legend Mei Lanfang (1894-1961) brought the art to
the US for the irst time, his performance conquering language and cultural
barriers. Eighty-ive years later, Peking opera star Zhang Huoding carried on his
legacy by captivating American audiences with her sorrowful eyes, deep vocal
intonations and graceful displays of martial arts. The 48-year-old diva inherited
the artistic style of Cheng Yanqiu, one of the most famous Peking opera artists
of the 20th century. In September 2015, she made her US debut at the David
H. Koch Theatre at the Lincoln Center, during which she performed two classics:
The Jewelry Pouch and The Legend of the White Snake. Zhang saw her new York
appearance as a way to promote and preserve this exquisite art form that has
faced a decline in popularity in recent decades.

no Western performing group has had a closer relationship with China than
the Philadelphia Orchestra. As the irst American orchestra to perform on
Chinese soil since the founding of the People’s Republic of China, its visit in
1973 made history. Under the direction of maestro Eugene Ormandy, the
orchestra performed six concerts in Beijing and Shanghai during its two-week
visit that showcased the group’s breadth of repertoire and virtuosity. Their
reception was overwhelming. “Historical legacy,”“irst cultural ambassador”
and “iconic moments” were phrases used to refer the 1973 tour in their press
releases. So far, the orchestra has toured China 11 times, and is set to make
a new grand tour of China in May to mark the 40th anniversary of US-China
diplomatic relations.

The Philadelphia Orchestra performs in Beijing, September 18, 1973
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An American
teacher leads
students in a
dance lesson
in Shanghai,
January 28,
2013

A Chinese teacher plays a traditional Chinese
instrument for American primary and middle
school students at the Chinese Consulate in
New York, May 6, 2017

As China’s economy grows, Chinese traditional culture is becoming increasingly popular in the US.
Primary and middle school students take extracurricular classes to learn Chinese dance, traditional
instruments and Chinese opera. Exchange programmes, camps and activities that introduce Chinese
culture to Americans are also becoming more common.

For years, Chinese students studying in the US far outnumbered American students in
China. There were 128,000 Chinese students in the US between 2009 and 2010, while
only 13,674 American students were studying in China between 2008 and 2009.
The US government has made eforts in the past to encourage more American students to study in China. In 2009, US President Barack Obama launched a programme
aiming to increase the number of students to 100,000. Within ive years, the US
government managed to achieve that goal, and plans on sending a million Americans
to study Chinese in China by 2020.

US educational ideas are inding a place in the Chinese primary education system as the country
increasingly stresses quality-oriented education. Oicials and parents alike are particularly showing
interest in the US’s K-12 education system (kindergarten through 12th grade) and STEM (science and
maths) education. For example, in 2017, China’s Ministry of Education included STEM education as
part of the compulsory science curriculum, while robotics was oicially added to the Chinese high
school curriculum in January 2018.

Wang Hui (irst from right), a Chinese doctoral student at Columbia University,
New York City, poses with classmates at their graduation ceremony, May 18, 2005

Yu Zhongmei (right), an American student
studying at Beijing Normal University, walks
with her sister who travelled to China to attend
her graduation ceremony, June 24, 2016

On December 26, 1978, 52 Chinese university
students arrived in the US. It was a signiicant moment in history, as scholars from the two countries
had been cut of from each other for nearly 30 years.
Among the 52 students, 17 returned to China and
became academicians.
The number of Chinese studying in the US has
grown rapidly over the past decades. From 1978 to
2013, more than 1.46 million Chinese had studied
in the US.
Data from the Institute of International Education,
a non-proit organisation in the US, shows that
between 2016 and 2017, there were more than one
million international students studying in higher
learning institutions in the US. Among them, more
than 350,000 came from China, making it the US’s
biggest source of international students.
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Dubbed “parachute
kids” in Chinese
media, these
students leave home
at an early age to
experience American
culture, broaden
their worldview and
prepare to enter a
US college – often at
a hefty cost to their
families back home.
Many choose to live
with host families
as a way to improve
their English skills
and better adapt to
the local culture.
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Martin
Wiley
Woods Jr.,
also known
as Wu
Mengtian,
an American
student
who studies
in China,
participates
in a Chinese
variety
show,
October 29,
2015

EDUCATION
Chinese
student Kong
Leqi delivers
her graduation
speech at the
American Film
Institute (AFI)
in Los Angeles,
October 2018

Martin Wiley Woods Jr. from Louisville, Kentucky is one of a few American students in China who has
achieved fame with his frequent appearances on variety shows. Born in 1989, Woods gave up on
becoming an actor in the US and left for China to study in 2008. After arriving at Xiamen University
in Fujian Province, he pursued opportunities to appear on reality shows. Enthusiastic about learning
Chinese language and culture, Woods said he hoped to serve as a cultural bridge between China and
the US.

A number of Chinese students studying in the US have delivered graduation speeches as valedictorians of their graduating classes. Aside from a few speeches that sparked criticism from those back
in China, most of the students expressed positive images of China to the world. Kong Leqi, who
graduated from the American Film Institute in 2018, is among those who objectively presented the
diferences between her home country and the US. The video of Kong delivering her speech went
viral, sparking pride in the hearts of her fellow students and Chinese back home.

Students participate in a STEM
competition held by the local
government in Beijing, May 13, 2018

Chinese
students
Kari Li
(left) and
Wisdom
Xiewei in
California,
March 23,
2016
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Jennifer, a high
school student
from the US,
lives with a
Chinese family
in Kaifeng,
Henan Province
as part of an
exchange
programme,
March 18, 2018

More American
high school students, university
students and
volunteers are
choosing to stay
with Chinese
families while
on holiday or on
exchanges as a
way to better
experience
Chinese culture.
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Opening ceremony of the
Ninth “Gangshan Road &
Six-mile River” Sakura Festival
thrown by Jiaxing Economic
and Technology Development
Zone in March 2018 (courtesy
of Jiaxing Municipal Bureau of
Commerce)

Jiaxing

a small city Big on Foreign investment
L

ocated halfway between Shanghai and Hangzhou, the provincial capital of Zhejiang Province, Jiaxing has been dubbed
the bridge for Zhejiang’s eforts to integrate with Shanghai.
After years of eforts, the city has now developed one of the largest
foreign capital clusters in Zhejiang.
In 2018 alone, the city approved a total of 350 foreign-invested
projects involving US$6.4 billion dollars in foreign capital by contract
value, up 12.2 percent over 2017. It also landed nine projects from
Fortune 500 companies, ranking it second in Zhejiang.
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Yet the city is aiming higher. For 2019, it plans to redouble eforts
to pilot a magnet area for high-quality foreign capital. Some wonder how a small city, little known before hosting the World Internet
Conference and merely noteworthy for its location, will achieve this.
he answer is it has been preparing and biding its time for years.

Impeccable Reputation
Tokai Rubber (Jiaxing) Co., Ltd. is a wholly Japanese-owned business set up in 2003 in the Jiaxing Economic Development Zone
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(EDZ) by Sumitomo Riko Company Ltd. – part of Fortune 500
company Sumitomo Electric Industries, Ltd. Back then, choosing the
location of its irst China branch was extremely important to Sumitomo Riko, as it would afect its development in the country.
After rounds of inspections, the company chose Jiaxing out of a
dozen candidates including Shanghai, Hangzhou and Ningbo – a
major port city in Zhejiang. he reasons, said company’s board director Ogawa Yuichi, are that the city is geographically close to Shanghai
while having lower building and personnel costs.
Among its 19 branches in China so far, Sumitomo Riko set up three
in Jiaxing, including a technology centre and the regional operating
headquarters for China. “he Jiaxing government is very businessfriendly, locals are kind, and the environment is beautiful,” Ogawa
said. “It is a place you don’t want to leave after being there for a while.”
On his recommendation, several other Japanese auto parts companies also opened branches in Jiaxing.
In 2009, heeding the local government’s call for greening the city,
Tokai Rubber Company invited several other Japanese-owned businesses there to plant cherry blossom trees in their complexes.
Meanwhile, the development zone management authority planted
trees along the two sides of Gongshan Road, on which the companies
are located.
On April 1, 2010, the irst Sakura Festival kicked of in the zone.
On the occasion, Sheng Fuxiang, director of the Jiaxing EDZ Management Committee, said the lower is a symbol of hope and friendship. he festival aimed to draw more friends and investment to the
development zone.
Statistics show that the EDZ is now home to 491 foreign-invested
businesses from over 40 countries and regions, including South Korea, Europe, Hong Kong and a whopping 68 from Japan. A total
of 18 Fortune 500 companies have investments there. Among them,
nine are Japanese.

Fruits of Cross-border Friendships
Reputation alone is not enough to draw foreign companies. Local
private businesses are also playing their part with joint ventures (JVs)
in Jiaxing.
In January 2018, Huayou Cobalt Co., Ltd., based in Tongxiang
Economic Development Zone of Jiaxing, set up a JV with South Korea’s largest steel maker POSCO to produce lithium battery components.
he JV allows both to consolidate their advantages in raw materials, technology and markets while cooperating in R&D and promotion. his is also conducive to building an internationally competitive
industrial chain around new energy material lithium batteries.
Setting up the JV would not be possible without Huayou’s eforts.
It is currently the world’s largest producer of cobalt, an important element in battery production. Huayou’s solid strength and friendship
with POSCO were instrumental to locating the JV in Jiaxing.
his is just one example of many local businesses that bring foreign
investment to Jiaxing after going abroad and establishing deep ties
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with their foreign partners.
By the end of 2018, the municipality had approved the registration
of over 8,000 foreign-funded companies, accumulated over US$60
billion in foreign investment by contract value, made actual use of
US$30 billion in inbound foreign investment, and landed 88 projects
from Fortune 500 companies.
he foreign investment mix is also improving. Its high-tech service
sector made actual use of US$164 million in 2018, an increase of
14.62 percent against 2017. Of that total, some US$95 million went
to the information technology sector, up a staggering 94.27 percent
over the previous year.

Home Away from Home
Jiaxing authorities’ eforts do not stop once foreign-owned businesses are up and running. After they move in, county- and districtlevel governments work to improve their employees’ sense of belonging while working and living there.
Inside the Zhejiang China-Japan (Pinghu) Industrial Cooperation Park, tens of thousands of jobs have been created there since the
1999 opening of its irst Japanese-funded company, Nidec (Zhejiang)
Corporation.
he local government has ofered substantial, considerate support
for the park: it built an Innovation and Science Centre, local colleges
have Japanese language and other courses to train personnel, and the
park even developed a “Sakura Town” and “Sushi Street” to cater to
the companies’ Japanese staf.
his, in turn, inspires a sense of identity among foreign businesses
in the local community.
Milk powder maker Abbott’s Jiaxing factory went into operation in
2014. Since then, the company’s young team has joined the municipal association for science and technology to hold a series of public
science events titled “We Love Science.”
Foreign and Chinese employees also visited local primary schools to
hold educational activities, all free of charge and without promoting
their products. Moreover, regular blood donations and sports events
in the development zone give foreigners even more of a chance to be
part of the local community.
“he dozen years of development have proven that Jiaxing is a
place that can sustain its development,” Du Beifu, board director and
general manager representative of Sumitomo Riko (China) Ltd., said.
“he government is responsive to businesses’ problems and needs.”
He recalled how the during a 2008 power shortage, local authorities prioritised the company’s power needs, helping it avoid suspending production.
Another case is that in the run-up to the Spring Festival travel rush
when migrant workers in China go back to their hometowns, the
local government coordinated with railway authorities to help the
company’s employees buy tickets, saving them from queuing for
several hours.
Jiaxing will not rest on its achievements, and there is still much to
be done for it to become a magnet for foreign investment.
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Jiaxing

Drawing high-quality Foreign investment
C

hina has been vigorously upgrading its economic model
in recent years to a quality-oriented one. In sharp contrast with rising protectionism worldwide, the country has
repeatedly committed to opening-up and free trade by rolling out
accompanying policies.
he country will remain a huge, vibrant market where businesses
from all over the world can seek out opportunities. Utilising foreign
investment is an efective method to expand total investment, highstandard international competition and cooperation, and ultimately
advance economic upgrading.
Local governments are answering that call by drawing foreign
investment. Zhejiang Province, in economically developed East China, speciied in May 2018 that two of its municipalities would build
pilot areas for high-quality foreign investment clusters. Jiaxing, one of
the two municipalities, is going all out on that front.
Located halfway between Shanghai and provincial capital
Hangzhou, the city has been at the forefront of the province’s eforts
to attract foreign capital with its eicient, transparent public services
and open, inclusive environment.
Since the opening of Jiaxing’s irst foreign-owned business in 1985,
such companies have grown to become as important to the city’s
economy as State-owned enterprises and private businesses.
Statistics show that by the end of 2018, Jiaxing approved the
registration of 8,134 foreign-funded companies, accumulated
US$60.5 billion in foreign investment by contract value, made actual
use of a cumulative US$31.1 billion in inbound foreign investment,
and landed 88 projects from Fortune 500 companies.

Why Jiaxing?
Riding on the policy trend, Jiaxing takes building high-quality foreign capital clusters as a top priority to transform the economy, urban
development and society. “[In Jiaxing], industries are trying to move
upstream,” top oicial at the Jiaxing Municipal Bureau of Commerce
said. “International capital…provides the chance to complete that
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transformation.”
he city is trying to increase inbound foreign investment in hightech and high value-added industries. In 2018, its high-tech service
sector made actual use of US$164 million, an increase of 14.6 percent
compared with 2017. Of that total, US$95.2 million went to the IT
sector, growing by a staggering 94.3 percent year-on-year. Another
US$15 million were consumed by R&D and design services, up 50
percent over 2017.
“he share of developed countries’ investment in total inbound
foreign investment has been expanding,” the oicial noted. Of the top
10 sources of inbound foreign investment in actual use for 2018, six
are developed countries: the US, the Netherlands, Japan, Germany,
Singapore and South Korea.
Jiaxing could not pull this of without Zhejiang Province’s longlasting eforts to improve its business environment. Zhejiang is on
track to become the Chinese province with the least matters requiring
government approval, the highest public service eiciency, the best investment environment, and the strongest sense of gains for businesses.
he municipality is a business-friendly role model for Zhejiang.
“he dozen years of development have proven that Jiaxing is a place
that can sustain its development,” Du Beifu, board director and general manager representative of Sumitomo Riko (China) Ltd., said.
Japanese company Sumitomo Riko set up a manufacturing factory
in Jiaxing in 2003, which went into operation the next year, followed
by an R&D centre and its China headquarters. he three have a combined annual output of 1.2 billion yuan ($US178m), contributing
over 100 million yuan ($US1.48m) in taxation.
Du attributed the company’s expanded presence in Jiaxing to the
location, climate and, more importantly, local government’s excellent
public services.
“It’s close to Shanghai, and its government is very eicient,”
Eswaran Raman, executive director of German-funded Jiaxing Hella
Lighting Co. Ltd., said. In operation in Jiaxing for only ive years, the
company has already consolidated its market foothold.
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Scene at the 2018 Networking Seminar between Jiaxing and foreign-funded Businesses hosted by Jiaxing Municipal Bureau
of Commerce in December 2018 (courtesy of Jiaxing Municipal Bureau of Commerce)

Government Services 2.0
he Jiaxing government has identiied several ields for attracting
high-quality foreign investment: industry, innovation, talent,
ecology, service and culture.
Services have taken precedent, as a city’s brand and services are an
important factor in drawing foreign investment. “Some high-quality
foreign-owned businesses have a far greater expectation of top-class
business environments than the tax breaks and incentives by government in the short term,” the commerce bureau oicial said.
he city has deepened reforms in government services to make
licence application and related issues more convenient for businesses.
Previously in Haining, a county-level city in Jiaxing, businesses had
to go to ive government departments to register. Now, it only takes a
single trip to the “business-related licences and certiicates” window at
the local administrative service centre.
Jiaxing has made strides in serving foreign businesses. In April
2018, the city set up a foreign investment service centre, teaming up
with the foreign investment-related government service union and
the social service union to help foreign-owned businesses address
issues such as, how to apply for work visas and permits.
It is also shoring up the supply of high-end services. In its work plan
for the next few years, the city has prioritised bringing international
communities, schools and hospitals, as well as globally renowned
legal, inancial and human resource service irms to each of its districts
or counties.
To draw foreign investment, Jiaxing is pursuing a new mechanism
that features “capital + R&D + industry + talent + platform.”
When choosing a city, foreign businesses look for a complete industrial ecosystem, open and eicient government administrative services
and supporting services. “Single-dimension advantages are weakenCHINAREPORT I March 2019

ing these days, so regions stay competitive by their comprehensive
services,” the oicial said.

Going All Out
Jiaxing is pulling out all the stops to attract foreign investment,
planning to achieve four breakthroughs by 2020: making actual
use of US$10 billion in foreign investment, landing over 100 projects invested by Fortune 500 or internationally leading companies,
bringing in more than 100 multinationals’ regional headquarters or
homegrown multinationals, and attracting 100 innovation agencies,
research teams and exceptionally talented individuals from overseas.
All of Jiaxing’s districts and counties are mobilising to meet these
goals. Pinghu, a county-level municipality with a concentration of
Japanese-funded companies, has been expanding the sources of its
foreign investment while strengthening its appeal to Japanese companies.
Since 2013, Pinghu has prioritised investment from the US and
Europe, particularly Germany. It set up the Europe (Germany)
Industrial Park, set up a business liaison oice in the German city of
Neuss and a joint overseas incubator in Munich, and established fast
communication channels with quality German companies.
Jiashan county is expanding its international circle of friends via its
proximity to Shanghai. Its increasingly open and inclusive business
and living environments have drawn Heineken, D&D Safe Sourcing
Asia Ltd., ROLED, and other Fortune 500 and leading multinationals to its China-Netherlands Industrial Park.
his year is key in Jiaxing’s eforts to build a quality foreign investment magnet. he city will focus on the digital economy, high-end
manufacturing and other cutting-edge ields to draw more innovative
businesses, the bureau oicial said.
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A pedlar selling candied dates presents his QR code for the
WeChat mobile payment platform to customers in Shenzhen,
Guangdong Province, October 18, 2018

Online Finance

controlling interest
Chinese online payment platforms are coming under increased regulatory pressure, which will mean
falling proits. Only the strongest irms may survive
By Xu Ming

T

enpay, Chinese internet giant
Tencent’s payment platform, began
collecting fees for its credit card
repayment service ive months ago. Alipay,
the payment platform of e-commerce giant
Alibaba, announced recently it would
increase the fees charged to stores that use
its online payment settlement service. Clients of Chinese third-party platforms, either
shops or consumers, have long been used to
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enjoying free or low cost services to settle
their deals. Now it has all changed, as the
platforms have found the days of making
easy money are gone, due to stricter regulation.
hird-party payment platforms previously
deposited clients’ reserve funds in their own
bank accounts before an online transaction
was inished. It was an important source of
revenue for these platforms, who could earn

big interest from these accounts and even
proit from other investments with the funds.
No more. Starting from January 14, 2019,
the People’s Bank of China (PBoC), China’s
central bank, became the new custodian of
all such funds and pays no interest to the
platforms. As a result, the platforms will be
denied access to their consumers’ reserve
funds, and any proits that used to be generated from the funds. he direct connection
CHINAREPORT I March 2019
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between commercial banks and the payment
platforms, which made it possible for them
to circumvent the cost and scrutiny brought
about by using clearance services, has also
been cut. he platforms have to use the two
national clearance systems to settle payments
for their clients.
All this means a big squeeze in proits for
payment platforms, particularly for smaller
ones where reserve funds contribute to a big
proportion of their income.
he change of policy will probably lead to
a reshuling of the industry, and only those
who are innovative in technology, capable of
restructuring the models of proit-making,
and are able to provide more value-added
services, will be able to weather the change.

The Squeeze Begins
he squeeze began two years ago. From
April 2017, Chinese third-party payment
platforms were asked to pool their customers’
reserve funds, which were often deposited in
many diferent bank accounts, into a single
non-interest earning bank account. he
PBoC took over these centralised
accounts on January 14.
NetsUnion
Clearing
Corporation
(NUCC), a centralised clearing platform
for nationwide third-party online payment,
was built and put on trial in March 2017.
hird-party payment platforms can choose
either NetsUnion or the old national clearing
service provider China UnionPay to process
payments for clients.
By December 31, 2018, 99 percent of
the non-bank platforms’ payments that
were previously processed directly between
the platforms and commercial banks had
been shifted to the new centralised clearing
systems operated by NUCC and China
UnionPay, Wen Xinxiang, director of the
PBoC’s payment and settlement department,
told reporters at a press conference on January 9, 2019. his is a solid foundation for the
central bank to take over the reserve funds
completely, Wen said. Alipay and Tenpay,
the two largest Chinese online third-party
payment platforms, both declared that they
have done their job in complying with the
new rules.
CHINAREPORT I March 2019

“he platform will help China’s payment
industry to develop along a healthy and
orderly path. Tenpay will try its best to
support the improvement of NetsUnion
and together build a fair and sharing online
payment clearing platform,” Lai Zhiming, vice
president of Tencent, said in a statement sent to
ChinaReport.
he centralised deposit of the reserve funds
and the disconnection of ties between nonbank payment platforms and commercial
banks are directly related and part of the
ongoing task of trimming internet inance
risks, Wen said.
According to iResearch, a Chinese consulting company, the scale of third-party payments has expanded from 100 billion yuan
(US$14.89b) in 2011 to 58.8 trillion yuan
(US$8.75t) in 2016, and it is expected to
reach 229 trillion yuan (US$34.09t) in 2019.
As the market for third-party payments
surged, problems popped up due to lack of
regulation and supervision. “he main risk
lay in that third-party payment platforms
could use customer funds as they wished to
make investments and for wealth management, which can lead to big trouble,” Mu
Chu, an analyst from mpaypass.com.cn, a
Shenzhen-based mobile payment intelligence
provider, told ChinaReport.
Fan Yifei, vice governor of the PBoC,
pointed out at a press conference in 2017
that some institutions illegally embezzled
the money, using the funds for speculation
on housing and stock markets and even gambling, and if just one platform is found to
have been operating improperly or fraudulently, it could involve tens of thousands of
customers.
In 2014, a company based in Shanghai
that issued shopping cards was discovered
to have illegally embezzled consumer funds
for purposes like covering daily business
costs and dividend payments. It involved
more than 50,000 cardholders and left 780
million yuan (US$116.13m) of consumer
funds at risk. In 2016, the PBoC cancelled
the company’s licence to provide payment
services. In 2018, the central bank levied a
penalty of 210 million yuan (US$31.27m)
on third-party payment platforms, seven

times as much as that in 2017, according
to Net Credit Eye, a inancing platform for
peer-to-peer lending. hey were accused of
facilitating dubious deals, misuse of client
information and breaches of rules of thirdparty payment platforms. Between 2011 and
2016, the central bank issued 271 licences for
third-party payment platforms. he number
decreased to 238 by November 2018, with
33 cancelled, according to statistics from the
central bank.
Centralised management of consumer
funds will improve the eiciency of clearing
and safety of the reserve fund, Wen said, noting that the decision was a “major reform targeting irregularities during that period.”
Yang Tao, director of the Research
Centre of Payment & Settlement at the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, told ChinaReport that in the early years of their development, third-party payment institutions
needed to expand rapidly. After the industry
developed to a certain degree and problems
began to emerge, gradually it needed to follow more strict rules, which is the trend in
the industry internationally.

Lost Proit
It was reported that payment platforms
could get annual interest of three to four
percent, compared with less than two percent for retail depositors, simply by putting
clients’ reserve funds in commercial banks
that welcome such large sums. Statistics from
the PBoC show that by the end of November
2018, deposits of third-party payment platforms handed over to the PBoC had reached
1.24 trillion yuan (US$184.6b).
“hird-party payment platforms will lose
an important source of proit without the
reserve funds to generate interest returns
from banks,” Mu said, adding that payment
platforms could no longer count on clients’
reserve funds to bargain with the banks to
reduce their service fees, which the banks
charge for every transaction. his will further
increase the payment cost.
“Handing over the deposit to the central
bank and constant rising transaction fees
have brought considerable cost pressure to
bear,” Tenpay responded to ChinaReport.
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A driver uses WeChat to pay his highway toll fee at a toll booth in Guiyang, Guizhou
Province, December 20, 2018

company to list in Hong Kong. Its prospectus shows that in 2017, the interest from
its customer funds was 61.6 million yuan
(US$9.17m), which accounted for 46 percent of its net proit. Shares in Huifu Payment
have experienced a sharp slump since it was
listed in June 2018. As CMB International,
an investment banking irm, explained in a
research note, it is partly due to market worry
over the impact of the increasing proportion of customer funds handed to the PBoC
on the company’s proitability, reported the
Guangdong-based newspaper Time Weekly in
December.
he industry will get reshuled as a result,
Mu said. “he transformation of [third-party
payment platforms] has been talked about
for several years. 2019 will be a year to test
whether they have succeeded in adapting to
the new rules,” Mu said. “If a company fails
to act to make up for the losses caused by
having to hand over the reserve funds, it may
be eliminated or have to merge with bigger
companies.”
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Finding a Way Out

A tea house advertises that it accepts WeChat in Kyoto, Japan, July 14, 2018

“But we will continue to support the regulation of customer funds and ensure the convenient payment experience of our users.”
PBoC Vice Governor Fan Yifei said at
a press conference in January that the reinforced regulation on the reserve funds will
have a lower impact on big platforms like
Tenpay and Alipay, but small and mediumsized institutions might ind it hard to carry
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on without income from customer funds.
Compared to big platforms, small- and
medium-sized companies rely more on their
reserve fund and have limited other channels
to turn a proit, Mu said. “he impact on
companies depends. he more a company
relies on the reserve funds to make proit, the
more pain it will feel.”
Take Huifu Payment, the irst payment

Big payment platforms have already
started preparing for the coming winter,
which is aggravated by the increasingly ierce
competition in the industry.
Tencent’s inancial report for the irst half
of 2018 said that it was in a “transitional
period” and was trying to reduce the impact through the commercialisation of its
payment service and other inance-related
services. In November 2018, Tenpay raised
its service fee rate by 0.05 percent for users
who transfer cash to China Minsheng Bank
due to “rising fees charged by the bank.”
“It’s just the start. In the future, more and
more inancial services will need to be paid
for. More payment institutions will start to
charge,” Mu told ChinaReport. “Most importantly, the payment platforms need to ind
other channels to make money in the future,
such as expanding the market for cross-border payments and providing all kinds of services involving intech.”
Ant Financial Services Group, an ailiate
CHINAREPORT I March 2019
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US$221,421
Average Chinese household
assets in 2017, up from
US$143,186 in 2011, with a
compound annual growth rate
of 7.6 percent, and expected
to reach US$239,136 in 2018.

Structure of household assets in China in 2017 and the US in
2016
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The scale of China’s bond market at the end of 2018,
among which US$265.7 billion are held by overseas
investors, a year-on-year increase of 46 percent.

China’s consumption of gold
throughout 2018, a rise of 5.73
percent over 2017, ranking first
in the world for six consecutive
years
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company of Alibaba that includes Alipay, is
working hard to increase its income through
other channels beyond payments. Reuters
reported that the company planned to see
its tech service replace the payment service
as its largest cash cow by 2021.
By the end of 2018, 80 percent of the
revenue of 1qianbao, a large third-payment
platform, came from its services. he company is engaging in businesses like e-commerce, business travel and air travel, outputting its solutions to integrated inancial
payment demands, according to a public
social media account run by newspaper the
Securities Times.
In this transition period, the rapid growth
and big potential in cross-border payments
is expected to be a new blue ocean for the
payment business, and it is driving thirdparty payment institutions to seize the
market.
A white paper published by research
irm Analysys in January shows that the
transaction scale of China’s cross-border ecommerce is expected to reach 7.9 trillion
yuan (US$1.2t) in 2018, an increase of 25
percent over 2017. Already, more than 30
companies, including Alipay, Tenpay and
Lian Lian Pay have licences and are putting
great eforts into exploiting the market.
Providing services to small- and mediumsized business owners, companies from rural
areas and public services and facilities is also
seen as an area the payment platforms could
further explore as a next step, according to
experts who attended the 7th China Payment and Clearing Forum held in Beijing in
November 2018. Firms will need to explore
new and diverse ways of making money, or
they will not survive.
“Payment platforms that previously
mainly relied on interest from customer
funds need to raise their sense of crisis and
be able to use intech to hasten their business transformation and keep and expand
their customer groups to realise sustainable
development in the ierce competition,”
PBoC Vice Governor Fan Yifei said at the
forum.
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The proportion of urban population to total population
in 2018, 1.06 percentage points higher than that at the
end of 2017, with the permanent resident population in
urban areas (including people with household registration
in urban areas and people without a hukou but living
in urban areas for over six months) climbing to 831.37
million, an increase of 17.9 million over 2017.
Structure of China’s population in terms of age at the end
of 2018
Population Aged 0-15
248.60 million 17.8%
Population Aged 16-59
897.29 million 64.3%
Population Aged 60 and above
249.49 million 17.9%
Population Aged 65 and above
166.58 million 11.9%

Source: National Bureau of Statistics of China

Gold Jewelry
Gold Bar
Gold Coin
Gold for Industrial and Other Uses

Source: China Gold Association

Four hours, 24 minutes
Paid working hours per day of
Chinese people on average in
2018, a decrease of four minutes (about 1.5 percent) from
2008, while China’s GDP per
capita grew by 100 percent
over the decade.
Source: National Bureau of Statistics of
China
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PieD PiPers oF PoP
Can the future of the Chinese music industry depend on the multibillion dollar fan economy?
By Yi Ziyi
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according to Zhongtai Securities. Market
research irm iResearch predicts China’s
music industry output could reach 76.2
billion yuan (US$11.3b), with pop idol
music accounting for 64 percent, or 49.5
billion yuan (US$7.3b).
As a business model, the fan economy
depends on interactions between fans and
celebrities to provide products and services
most likely to be consumed only by fans. As
this quick-to-replicate, quick-to-proit model penetrates China’s music market, many
have expressed concern that China’s overly
obsessed fan economy is manipulating the
music industry.
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Kris Who?

Fans of Chinese-Canadian rapper Kris Wu wait for hours in front of a hotel in
Chengdu, Sichuan Province. Their wait was in vain, as he ducked out of another
entrance to avoid the crush

“

Songs on the current [Chinese] pop
music charts are nothing but shit,” respected singer-songwriter Zheng Jun
told a stunned audience during a January 3
appearance on talk show Meet at 9am.
“Almost all the music charts now have lost
credibility,” he continued. “here’s too much
insincere music on the charts. Nine out of 10
songs in the top list are too awful to listen to.”
he rock veteran’s remarks sparked ierce
discussions on social media about the state
of the Chinese music industry. While some
called his views too subjective and inapproCHINAREPORT I March 2019

priate, the vast majority sided with Zheng,
saying the rocker had the guts to call out
what had become an “emperor’s new clothes”
scenario – Chinese pop charts had been
hijacked by the fan economy: groups of
mobilised superfans who strategically post,
click and spend to send their favourite stars
to the top.
he fan economy has not only become an
essential part of the country’s entertainment
industry, but also a separate multibilliondollar industry that is estimated to reach
100 billion yuan (US$14.5b) by 2020,

In November, Chinese-Canadian artist
Kris Wu seemingly came out of nowhere
when he topped the iTunes US singles
charts, beating out Ariana Grande’s “hank
u, Next.” Before long, Wu had a total of
seven songs in the Top 10 list – occupying
the four leading spots. Within just 24 hours,
his single “November Rain” had 14 million
downloads, 1,750 times more than “Shallow,” a new song by Lady Gaga and Bradley
Cooper from the movie A Star is Born.
Wu’s dominance was so thorough that it
raised suspicions. he pop idol-turned-rapper had almost no previous presence in the
US, leading many Twitter users to ask “Kris
Who?” Many, including Ariana Grande’s
team, questioned the authenticity of Wu’s
sales. Rumours circulated that Wu used bots
to boost his numbers. After the controversy
broke, Nielsen Music investigated the legitimacy of Wu’s sales, ultimately calling them
“unveriied.” Wu completely disappeared
from the iTunes Top 200 list soon after.
here was little evidence to accuse Kris
Wu and his team of any involvement in the
campaign, there was no doubt that the rapper’s brief and controversial dominance of
the US iTunes charts was in large part due
to the concerted eforts of his fans who spent
tons of money on multiple downloads to
push him to the top spot. Wu, who irst rose
to fame as a member of the hugely popular
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Chinese rocker Zheng Jun

K-pop band EXO, has 46 million followers
on Sina Weibo. His fans are called “meigeni,”
which means “every you.”
In order to push Wu to the No.1 spot,
Wu’s fan clubs played the system. hey took
to Weibo to post step-by-step instructions for
Chinese fans on how to set up a US Apple
ID, buy and redeem Apple gift cards, download Wu’s songs from the US iTunes store
and use diferent accounts or IP addresses to
boost the album’s total sales. On streaming
services such as Spotify, Apple Music, Tidal
and Pandora, which are not oicially accessible in China, fans were encouraged to play
Wu’s album on repeat to rack up plays.
his was not the irst time the power of
Chinese fandom reached American shores.
Last August, Cai Xukun, the leading member of iQIYI-produced boy band Nine
Percent, bumped Grande and her “God is a
Woman” from the top spot on iTunes with
his single “Wait, Wait, Wait.”
he phenomenon is a unique part of Asian
fan culture. For years, the Chinese entertainment industry has witnessed a major shift
in the relationship between fans and artists.
Fans have increasingly turned from mere
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Chinese-Canadian rapper Kris Wu attends the Antares album release party held by
Interscope Records in New York, November 6, 2018

consumers of content and concerts to active
participants in the careers of the celebs they
follow. here are online fan clubs, some of
which are encouraged by celebrities and their
handlers. Mobilised like a virtual army, they
engage in a series of mass activities, ranging
from crowdfunding campaigns celebrating
their idols’ birthdays, to promoting their latest projects or boosting their chart positions.
One of their main strategies is called
shuabang, or “looding the charts,” which
involves purchasing multiple copies of a single album or song to boost sales on a single
platform. Dedicated superfans do it on a
daily basis, some even buying hundreds of
downloads of the same song merely to help
their idols climb charts across the world. Fans
see shuabang on foreign charts as a way to
project their favourite stars’ “overseas inluence.”
Moreover, celebrities and their managers
also work hard to make fans feel they are playing an important role in their careers, which
only strengthens their loyalty and dedication.
“Fans are motivated to foster their idols by
making a strong connection with a certain
thing out of their life. In fostering an idol,

fans project their passion and love onto the
person they are devoted to. Many fans spend
hours a day on their online support eforts.
hey are energised and gain immense satisfaction through ceaselessly ofering love and
support, particularly when the idol achieves
various degrees of success – be it sales or topping the charts – with their help,” said Yang
Ling, an assistant professor at the Department of Chinese, Xiamen University who for
years has studied China’s fan culture.
As Yang points out, Chinese millennials
generally feel lonelier than previous generations, in part due to the country’s one-child
policy. Celebrity worship provides a form of
belonging through online-based communities and collective activities.

Tuned-in Troopers
Modern Chinese fan culture began in
2005 with Hunan TV’s hugely popular
talent show Super Girl Contest. Fans not only
voted for their favourite stars via text messages, but some also voluntarily campaigned
for votes in shopping malls, streets and parks.
In 2012, EXO-M, the Chinese-singing
version of the popular South Korean boy
CHINAREPORT I March 2019

band EXO, debuted in China. he group
is credited with bringing K-pop idol culture
to China – and the fan support that comes
with it.
he year of 2018 has been big for China’s
idol making industry thanks to two immensely popular talent reality shows, Produce
101 and Idol Producer. Both had monetised
voting systems that allowed fans to buy multiple votes for a single artist. he payouts
were huge: Produce 101’s winning contestant, Cai Xukun, generated more than two
million yuan (US$296,500) in votes, while
Meng Meiqi of Idol Producer racked up 12
million yuan (US$1.8m). he nine-member
boy band NINE PERCENT and 11-member girl group Rocket Girls were formed
from winners of the respective shows.
Concerns are mounting online that
China’s overtly obsessed fan economy has
changed the Chinese music industry for the
worse.
Since many idols in China are young
amateur singers with average – if not poor
– singing ability, they’re generally stereotyped
as having little musical talent and bad songs.
Despite their façade of charted successes
fuelled by the ceaseless eforts of superfans,
pop idol music has a limited reach among
general audiences.
“In many cases, idols’ songs don’t even
reach their own fans, let alone other people!
he unfortunate thing is, there are some
idols out there who are incredibly musically
talented and artistically interesting, but their
fans don’t understand or care about their
music,” said Alex Taggart, general manager
of Outdustry, an international music industry consultancy based in Beijing. Taggart has
been working in the Chinese music industry for six years, helping Chinese artists and
music companies collaborate with international partners.
Taggart agreed that China’s obsessed fan
economy has negatively inluenced the music industry. “here is nothing wrong with
the fan economy in general, but the problems start when celebrity status becomes
more important than music,” Taggart said.
“When musicians focus too much on their
CHINAREPORT I March 2019

idol status rather than on their music, it cultivates a very supericial, unengaged fanbase,
who don’t understand or even care about the
artist’s music. Over time, this weakens the
artist’s connection to their fanbase.”
“he rationale behind the fan economy
is not the same as the rationale behind the
music industry,” wrote music critic Chen
Xianjiang in the article “Why the Fan Economy Won’t Save China’s Music Industry” for
ReChord, an online publication he founded
with a focus on the music industry.
Chen points out that the fan economy is
the business of selling people. “It builds up
a person’s popularity, then leverages it for
proit: singing, performing, acting, advertising, and so on.” he music industry, Chen
said, sells songs, not people.
“he fan economy is not built to produce
quality content because amid all the buying
and selling, the music itself becomes secondary to the personality behind it. Even at its
best, the fan economy fails to drive the music
industry towards the consistent production
and dissemination of high-quality recorded
works,” he wrote.

Money for Nothing
According to a report by the International
Federation of the Phonographic Industry
(IFPI), China was the 10th largest market
in 2017, with $292.3 million in revenue
compared to the US’s No.1 ranking of $17.3
billion. his igure includes physical sales,
digital sales, performance rights and licensing, but not concert ticket sales.
In 2017, the number of Chinese digital
music users exceeded 550 million, Zhongxin
Securities statistics show, 1.7 times the US
population. Nearly 70 percent of Chinese
internet users listen to music online. he
world’s most populous country has the potential to become the world’s most proitable
music market. But it’s far from being that.
Compared to paying for movie tickets,
the majority of Chinese consumers are not
prepared to shell out cash for music. Tencent
Music, China’s largest music-streaming services, owns three music services – QQ Music,
Kugou and Kuwo – with a total 800 million

users, four times that of Spotify. However,
only 3.8 percent of users pay for the services.
In contrast, Spotify’s pay ratio is 45 percent.
Spending on music per capita in the US
is 109 times greater than in China, reads
the “Research Report on Musicians Survival
Status and Copyright Awareness” released
by the School of Art, Renmin University
of China in September 2018. On average,
Americans spend $16.41 on music per year,
whereas Chinese spend as little as $0.15.
In stark contrast to the popular idols who
enjoy instant fame and fortune, musicians in
China are struggling to survive. he report
also shows that the annual income of American musicians is 11 times that of Chinese
musicians. Only 14.9 percent of Chinese
musicians earn more than 10,000 per month
(US$1,490), and 43 percent can only earn
8,000 yuan (US$1,192) to 10,000 yuan.
Worse still, as many as 29 percent of Chinese
musicians fail to make any income.
“here is deinitely a lot of inauthentic
music being released by idols and other pop
record labels at the moment. he problem is
that many artists and labels fundamentally
don’t believe that music is something that
can make money, so they treat it as a marketing expense – something that doesn’t really
need to be amazing, just ‘OK,’” Taggart told
ChinaReport.
“In the West, musicians can now book
nationwide tours and secure lucrative brand
endorsement deals simply by being popular
on Spotify,” he added.
In China, appearances on TV talent
programmes have become a major way for
Chinese musicians to increase their incomes
and media exposure.
But from Taggart’s perspective, musicians
and music companies need to stop focusing so much on such shows. “he problem
in China is that people still deine success
as mainstream media success. he sooner
people realise that TV, radio and
movies aren’t the be-all and end-all, the better,” Taggart said. “By now, it’s completely
clear that the only people who beneit from
these shows are the TV broadcasters and
production companies.”
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OUTSIDEIN
Perspectives from within China

Xining

of Monks and imams
Although a thoroughly modern city, its location at the gateway to Tibet and the Silk Road means
Xining is still a melting pot of cultures
By Kathleen Naday

A

pparently for most people, the main
point of coming to Xining, capital
of Qinghai Province, is to leave it –
most of the sights that are marketed are well
away from the city. Yet the city itself is pleasant and there are a few things that are worth
your time. I arrived on a bus from neighbouring Gansu Province, a stunning journey over high mountain passes and through
already snow-covered grasslands, even in early
October. he other passengers were mainly
Tibetan, and as I was lucky enough to nab a
front-row seat, from behind, every time we
negotiated a particularly hair-raising bend or
slope, the chorus of prayers would rise, falling
when we got on the lat. Some prayed all the
way. he trip was enlivened by a bathroom
stop in a scenic spot just before the town
of Tongren, known as Rebkong in Tibetan,
where the driver suggested that if I needed to
use the facilities, the ield of lowers on the
left of the bus was reserved for ladies.
Rebkong could make a nice stop on the
way to Xining (or an easy day trip) – it has
several Tibetan temples and the Rongwo
Monastery, but it is mostly famous for being
a centre of excellence for the art of thangka
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painting – religious paintings that are found
in Tibetan places of worship and homes.
Arriving in Xining, the bus station is next
to the gleaming new high-speed rail terminal
– yet another example of an unfeasibly large
station that means a very long walk to get any
kind of connecting transportation. It’s almost
quicker to ride the train from Lanzhou (just
an hour). he city is long – encased in a valley
on the edge of the Tibet-Qinghai Plateau, it
sits in a prime geographical location on the
main trade route from northern China to
Tibet, highways now replacing the trails of
the past.
he city has obviously undergone extensive
modernisation in the last few years, so there
are few actual sights in downtown, although
there are some nice neighbourhoods to walk
around in. hese host some welcoming cafes
and restaurants, many of which serve food
from the melting pot of ethnic minorities
that live there, or pass through on their way
to the roof of the world, to China’s tropical
south or to its dry western desert regions.
Feeling momentarily virtuous, I decided to
go low budget and stay in backpacker hostel,
located on the top loor of a regular apart-

ment block. But the hostel I stayed at was in a
nice neighbourhood – although it was freezing, and mostly empty. Xining gets winter
heating earlier than other parts of China, but
even in early October, it was still pretty chilly
at night. Not that it bothered the locals – going out later for a bowl of quite delicious vegetarian noodles at a local Muslim joint, the
doors were wide open, allowing the bracing
night air to enter.
For a more in-depth look at local Muslim
life, head to the Dongguan Mosque in the
old downtown. Just before dusk is a good
time to go as the area gets busy with people
heading for the last prayer of the day. It looks
pretty modern now, and as night falls, it starts
to look like Aladdin’s palace, but there has
been a mosque on the site since 1380. You
won’t be allowed in the main prayer hall –
this is standard with mosques in China, but
you can walk around with a guide who will
point out the diferent features of this blend
of Chinese and Islamic architecture, that was
last renovated in 1979.
Around the mosque there are still a few old
streets with many small stores and restaurants,
obviously gearing up to serve food to hungry
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Practicalities
Xining is on major
light and high-speed
rail routes to major
cities on points west
and east. Late night
lights were very
cheap, so look out
for bargains. You
can take the train to
Lhasa, but not on a
whim – foreigners
need permits to
enter Tibet proper.
Buses are reasonable
and cheap to get to
smaller destinations.
Only a few budget
accommodation
options can accept
foreigners, so you
need to check that
out. Otherwise, there
are the usual chains
and a few high-end
options like the
Soitel, if you want
a treat.

Inside Dongguan Mosque

Dongguan Mosque in Xining, Qinghai Province

worshippers after the prayer service. Some
are not for the faint-hearted – various parts of
lambs or chickens – but there are stalls with
tempting displays of diferent types of naan
and other bread, or nuts and fruit.
Despite the notices around describing in
quite some detail about what sort of clothing
would and wouldn’t be tolerated – “Women
in low-cut dresses, shorts and skirts are not
allowed” during certain times, or they would
have to cover up. Luckily, I was not wearing
such garments, and I was beckoned in by a
friendly imam. It’s free to enter, and you can
just wander around. Some small children
were eager to chat and practise their English
after school – their parents were busy working in the nearby restaurants.
he other main sight in Xining is Ta’er
Si, or Kumbum Monastery. Not in the city
proper, it’s about a half hour car ride if traic
is good. Car hailing services will take you, or
you can bargain with local taxi drivers. Some
tour operators include a visit to Kumbum
as part a tour to other parts of the province.
here has been a Tibetan monastery there
since 1583, although there has been much
restoration and rebuilding over the centuries,
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and it is still ongoing. It marks the birthplace
of Tsongkhapa, who was born in 1387 and
became a famous religious philosopher. Formerly home to thousands of monks, now
there are only a few hundred.
It’s irmly on the route of Chinese tour
groups, so at times you may have to battle
the crowds. he entrance ticket needs to be
scanned further at the entrance of many of
the buildings, and guards keep a watchful
eye to ensure that the tourists don’t interrupt
the daily routine of the monks. here are
four colleges at Kumbum, and the most important is the Debate College or Faculty for
Logic. Tourists are not allowed to enter, but
as you approach, you can hear strange clapping and slapping noises, and the rise and
fall of voices. You can watch what’s going on
from a couple of viewpoints as the monks
engage in what is actually quite vigorous debate. A line of monks sits on the ground, and

facing them, other monks stamp their feet
and clap their hands as they make their points
rather forcefully. At times, the noise sounds
like whips are being cracked, although there
was no actual contact. he debating, which
happens in the afternoon, is undoubtedly the
highlight of a visit to Kumbum, although
there are many other small temples and
museums to visit.
But perhaps the most interesting encounter
I had was with a couple of monks in a Starbucks in the shiny new part of the provincial
capital. Treating myself to a night in the Soitel (the hard beds of budget hotels had worn
me down), I was surprised to ind myself in
the middle of shopping malls and art centres.
Passing up the Harry Potter theme restaurant
(I forgot my wand), I went for a cofee, and
was beckoned over by a monk who wanted
to chat about his work. Primarily, his task was
to drag the monks into the modern age by
inding new business opportunities. But, he
sighed, it was a hard task, and none of them
could ever be completely satisied. If it was so
hard for people who give themselves over to
religious contemplation, then what hope was
there for the rest of us, I wondered.
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Home is Where the AI Is
By Chris Hawke
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For the irst two days of Spring
Festival, I enjoyed watching
my own home-based reality TV
show, although I quickly became
stressed as I realised my dog was
howling constantly every night

Illustration by Liu Xiaochao

he problem with creating a home for
yourself that you really love is that suddenly
you have a lot to lose.
he weeklong Spring Festival holiday was
approaching, and I was worried about thieves
and my dogs – a giant Alaskan malamute,
and a tiny local mutt.
A neighbour had promised to take care of
them, but I had a bad feeling, so I changed
the lock on my front door and invested in a
smart home.
his means all my household items from
my refrigerator to my doorbell communicating with each other. Lights turning on and
of automatically, and gradually shifting colour to match my mood. Alerts on my mobile phone with video clips each time something moved in my yard.
I was not sure if this sounded like the
1950s US futuristic cartoon he Jetsons, or
more like the ilm Terminator, in which intelligent machines take over the world.
Nonetheless, I was the irst child on my
block with a dial up modem, and I wanted
to remain relevant as I enter my ifth decade,
even if I didn’t totally understand what I was
getting into. Internet of hings. Artiicial
intelligence. Big data. Sustainable. Organic.
Non-binary. My smart home would be all of
this and more.
he irst problem I faced was choosing a
standard. he main interfaces in the US are
from Google, Amazon and Apple, but they
are not well supported here in China. he
most complete, and cheapest, system I could
ind was from Chinese electronics company
Xiaomi – coming in at a third the price of its
Western counterparts.
here is almost no independent English
information available about the system. I decided to try it. If it worked, I’d save a bundle.
he two dozen items I ordered were packaged in white boxes reminiscent of Apple
products. However, while Apple markets itself as a luxury product, Xiaomi made a name
for itself by eschewing marketing and selling
exclusively on the Internet. his means low

prices, but no customer service. he oicial
Xiaomi web stores in Chinese had confusing
or contradictory information. he staf was
useless.
Fortunately, the English app was easy to
use, and I was able to quickly set up smart
lights, a security system, a ire alarm and
a smart speaker. he devices talk to you in
Chinese, so you will need some basic luency.
A small hub that plugs into a socket
holds the system together. It also serves as
an alarm, a nightlight and a Chinese-only
radio. I picked the Love Songs channel, and
have been constantly listening to ballads by
vintage Hong Kong action stars.

Tiny battery-powered motion detectors
that turn on the smart lights can be discretely
put in any room, or outside your front door.
Teeny door sensors can send you an alert
every time someone comes and goes, and the
cameras plug into the wall sockets.
hey all have mics and speakers, so you
can listen and talk to the person or pet you
are watching. For a few dollars a month, you
can hook each camera up to the cloud, and
they will automatically record and save any
motion. he images are good, even at night,
and you can get an alert each time there is
motion.
he smart speaker allows you to control
the entire system by voice and will even tell
jokes and ind information on the Web – if
you speak Chinese.
For the irst two days of Spring Festival,
I enjoyed watching my own home-based
reality TV show, although I quickly became
stressed as I realised my dog was howling
constantly every night.
But by the third day, I stopped paying attention. hat day, the new lock on my front
door got stuck after my neighbour fed the
pets, and my dogs escaped.
he malamute allegedly bit an elderly
man, although since he doesn’t have a smart
home with video I can’t know for sure. I also
noted that the woman who promised to walk
my dogs every day skipped a couple of times.
It’s somewhat ironic that by changing the
front door lock, I actually allowed the dogs
to escape.
I am quite conident that the same irony
will happen with smart homes generally –
our quest to be the kings of our castles will
lead to a loss of privacy.
I’m aware my wife could watch me at
any time, including right now as I type this.
hose of you who are married may understand – the attention would be lattering.
But in the meantime, I get to snoop on my
dogs and cats, practise my Chinese on my
smart speaker, and listen to an endless stream
of Jackie Chan love songs.
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Shanghai State of Mind
By Amy Snelling
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On the irst day of the break,
my neighbourhood looked
like something out of a movie,
speciically the opening of a
post-apocalyptic movie where
the scene is set as the camera
pans through empty streets
of a ghost town lined with
blown-out cars and discarded
shopping carts

Illustration by Liu Xiaochao

Spending the majority of my formative
years between a series of quiet and comfortable sleepy English towns where life moved at
a pace best described as steady – except perhaps once a year when Boxing Day sales madness ensued – like many I was sucked in by
the bright lights and big prospects of China’s
major cities. And like most, I had little idea
what was in store – the moral of Aesop’s fable
about the town and country mice ringing in
my mind – isn’t it better to have a quiet and
peaceful life in the country than one always
chasing something better but constantly living a stressful life in the big bad city?
Fast-forward a few years and a series of
teething issues (the usuals – a couple of scams
and a constant fear that mould could take
over my damp lat at any minute) during
time spent in both Beijing and Shanghai, and
I’m pretty sure I’m addicted – or at least, I’ve
irreversibly adapted – to the lifestyle.
he realisation that mega-city living had
changed me more than I thought dawned on
me over Chinese New Year, when Shanghai
ground to a halt. What felt like the entire
population of Shanghai, except for me and
I’d guess around ive other people, packed up
and either returned home to visit family or
ventured to lush Southeast Asian islands to
ring in the Year of the Pig for the weeklong
national Spring Festival holiday. Overnight,
the city’s lifeblood had drained, the pulse
slowed and its heart almost stopped beating… Or something slightly less dramatic,
but you get the picture.
On the irst day of the break, my neighbourhood looked like something out of a
movie, speciically the opening of a postapocalyptic movie where the scene is set as
the camera pans through empty streets of a
ghost town lined with blown-out cars and
discarded shopping carts in the middle of
the road and a few zombies for good measure – only my shopping cart was a collection
of share bikes, my zombies were a few sleepy
holidaymakers who stuck around in the city,
and the odd car still screeched by now free

from the traic that usually jammed up the
roads.
here was no rush in the rush-hour commute; the scrum for the last seat on the
subway was swapped out with row-uponrow of free chairs across a series of largely
unoccupied carriages; the crush for the
oice lift became a lonely ride for one in a
totally abandoned oice block – save for one
very bored security guard; heaps of stores,
restaurants and street-food stalls were completely closed up with shutters rolled down.
Now, I get nothing about this seems horror-movie sinister, really. In fact, it probably

sounds quite nice, the idea of inally having
some downtime in a city that never really
stops, but there was something about it that
just didn’t sit right. he usual city soundtrack
– that constant background buzz of scooter
horns, car engines, construction and traic
whistles – was gone. It was replaced with a silence that I had often longed for during early
mornings of relentless construction, or as an
unwitting victim of a metro attendant’s loudspeaker after one-too-many cocktails and not
enough sleep, or as I was sardined into the
lift with wisps of someone’s ponytail glued
to my sticky, sweaty face. Weirdly, though,
that quiet now felt totally unwelcome and
unapologetically deafening.
he thing is, Shanghai just isn’t supposed
to be quiet. It’s a city where stress and stressors are a constant that people thrive of while
working as many hours as they can muster
in search of the next big career move. Sleep
is put on the back-burner in exchange for an
always in-lux social life as friends come and
go with each swing of a revolving door, and
personal space is a distant memory. And then
there’s the constant battle of trying not to let
the city turn you into an asshole (fact).
But these lows almost become a trade-of
for so many highs, like absolute convenience
and the knowledge that you can have whatever you want, whenever you want by tapping a few buttons on your phone or within a
20-metre walk of where you live. Job opportunities come thick and fast; trends hit hard
and fade out quickly as the next big thing
hurtles on in; and honestly, I can’t wait to see
what magic the city will be able to work with
mobile technology next. Plus, living somewhere that changes so vastly from one day
the next, there’s pretty much zero chance of
boredom.
I don’t really know whether I’m a town
mouse for life, but it’s safe to say right now
that Shanghai’s daily crush, glaring lights and
cacophony of construction are my new normal, and seem far less daunting than a quiet
and peaceful life in the countryside.
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flavour of the month

Snifing out China’s Obsession with Durian
By Mina Yan

hey’re called the king of all fruits. How
did the pungent durian gain such a regal
moniker? Perhaps other fruits are just intimidated by its medieval-sized spikes. Native to
Southeast Asia, this lethal-looking delicacy
has in recent years seemingly taken over
China, with last year bringing the largest-ever
boom in durian imports to date. he durian
is making its way into Chinese and Western
fusion as well as a whole variety of desserts.
My mum introduced me to this fruit on
one of my irst visits to Guangzhou, Guangdong Province, saying: “his is the king of
fruits. You’ll either love it or hate it.” Before
I had my irst taste of durian, I thought it
smelled like a combination of sweaty gym
socks and rotting onions. But after one hesitant bite, I was hooked. he creamy fruit had
a distinct sweetness that’s not overpowering and a full-bodied umami aftertaste that
lingers on your breath for the rest of the day.
It’s funny how the brain works: After that
irst bite the durian’s aroma changed for me.
It no longer smelled like a gross, cheesy sock.
It was suddenly fragrant and delicious.
Don’t underestimate the durian. It’s not

here to blend and play nice like apples or
oranges; it’s a fruit that steals the spotlight.
he fruit’s intrusive smell has warranted
signs in cities like Hong Kong and Singapore among others that speciically ban them
from hotel rooms, planes and public transportation. Last year, it even forced 500 students to clear out from a school campus in
Melbourne, Australia. Police were called after
people suspected they had snifed out a gas
leak. Instead, they found rotting durians.
Last year grocers in China’s major cities saw
an increase in demand for the stinky fruit, a
correlation that some chalked up increases in
outbound tourism to Southeast Asian countries like hailand, Malaysia and Indonesia.
One of things I like to do while travelling is
experience local delicacies. I fall in love with
the taste of durian on vacations, and when
I return home, still crave that sweet remembrance of more relaxing times.
When asked for his take on durian, chef
Anthony Bourdain said: “Your breath will
smell as if you’ve been French kissing your
dead grandmother.” However, despite years
of negative publicity from foodies and chefs,

the durian’s popularity has managed to
grow. In kitchens we’re seeing more durian
desserts and even some (not so good) savoury
menu items popping up. Let’s put it this
way: If you’ve never tasted durian before, try
a lukewarm bite of the fruit to get the full,
unadulterated taste. If you fall in love with
it, the next step is to explore the wide variety
of durian-based food. While there are some
bizarre options, like roasted durian covered in
cheese, the char-grilled durian and the everso repulsive durian pizza, some are rather delicious. Durian tends to taste great in desserts.
Its subtle sweetness enhances favourites like
ice cream, crepes, puf pastries and egg tarts.
he next time you’re feeling adventurous
with food, give this stinker a chance. Just
don’t do it on a irst date, because once you’ve
had a taste, that smell sticks around no matter how many times you brush your teeth.

real chinese

bān

zhuān

banzhuan
Do grunt work

China’s Spring Festival holiday marks the country’s biggest annual migration. Millions of people
working in larger cities board trains, planes and
buses to return home for long-delayed reunions
with family.
On a recent cross-country train from South
China’s Guangzhou to Harbin, Heilongjiang
Province in the far northeast, a ChinaReport reporter interviewed a man who said he left home seven
years ago for work in a major city. His son was only
three at the time. When asked why, he said he was
forced to choose between a well-paying job and the
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happiness of being near his family.
“I can’t carry bricks if my hands are full carrying
my son,” he said.
“Bricks” here, refers to a job. It comes from the
new Chinese phrase “banzhuan” which literally
means “moving bricks.” he term originally referred
to construction work, but now is more frequently
used to describe “hard, low-level work” for a company.
he term irst caught on among social media users as a form of self-deprecation, comparing their
hard, low-level jobs to “carrying bricks” on a con-

struction site. he word spread among low-level
employees of all kinds to express a surrender of their
dreams to the harsh reality of working to survive.
For example, the interviewed passenger felt if he
gave up banzhuan in the big city, he would have
to work an even lower-paying job at home and not
provide enough for his family.
As China’s income gap widens, more and more
people feel their dreams are further out of reach.
“Wake up, it’s time to banzhuan,” is a phrase some
use to pour cold water on someone’s dreams that
they ind unrealistic.
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